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Titanic metal, history arrive in Rolla
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added to the steel. Adding manganese
helps to counteract the effects of sulfur.

the ship sank. Leighly, who -watched
the taping, thought the sounds were
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:::~ like the sounds that brittle steel

Staff Writer

limits where the steel st'lrtS to deform.
A third test is an impact study that will
determine the impurities' effects on
the microstructure. The steel will also
be examined by optical microscopy to
determine if precipitates fou nd there
way into tile hull's molecular structure.
"The studies will help close the
circle," Leighly co mmented. "We
know the Titanic was going too fast
when she hit the iceberg, her bulkheads weren't adequate, and there
were not enough lifeboats. These tests
will just add another factor to the number of reasons the Titanic sank."
The tests will also add another
chapter to the history surrounding the
Titanic. It was dubbed "unsinkable"
when it left Southampton, England, on
April 12, 1912. Two days later on its
maiden voyage to New York, the Ti·
tanic struck an iceberg and sank a few
hours later. 1,522 of 2,227 passangers
on board died in the disaster.
In 1985, the shipwreck was discovered by Dr. Robert D. Ballard off the
coast of Newfoundland, Canada. During a ,taping of the discovery by
Ballard, survivors of the tragedy told
Ballard they heard
sounds as

A Canadian laboratory did tests on
a piece of the hull in 1991 and came to
the conc lusion that the steel was
britt le. Ho wever, accordin g to
Leighly, those scientists were geologists, not metallurgists. Leighly appro ached RMS Titanic Inc., owner of
the salvage rights of the Titanic. He
proposed to do comprehensive experiments to determine if the steel actually
was brittle.
Leighly stated, "My persistance
paid off."
This is not the only experience
Leighly has with steel on ships. As a
graduate student at the University of
lllinios in 1949, he looked at the steel
used in ships such as the Libert), and
the Victory.
Leighly is conducting his research
on behalf of an ad hoc panel on marine
forensics made up of representatives
from: the Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers, the Royal
Instititute of Naval Architects, the
American Society of Naval Engineers,
and the Institute of Marine Engineers.
The experiments should take one
to two months. In the spring of next
year, the Discovery channel will do a
TV special on the studies.

September 25 marked the historic
day when the Titanic came to Rolla.
Three boxes carrying pieces of the
Titanic ' s hull were opened last
Wednesday in front of a large crowd in
the McNutt Hall commons.
The steel from the lUXUry ocean
liner was sent to Rolla to undergo studies by Dr. Phil Leighly and the Metallurgical Department. The studies will
help explain an 84-year-old mystery as
to why the unthinkable happened to the
unsinkable Titanic.
Leighly said, "They didn't kno w
how to make steel very well back then.
If the studies show that the steel was in
fact brittle, it will explain why the ship
sa nk so fa st causing many more
passangers to lose their lives."
· Leighly 's studies will be the first
comprehensive tests ever to be performed on the hull of the Titanic. One
test will be a chemical analysis. If
impurities such as sulfur, oxygen,
phosphorous, or nitrogen are found in
the steel, then jt will indicate that the
steel was brittle. The test also might
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Dr. Phil Lelghly (right) looks over a piece of metal from
the TItanic.

Craft festival set for Saturday
Dean Light
Staff Writer

~
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The Rolla Downtown Business Association will sponsor the Rolla Arts
and Crafts Festival this Saturday, October 5. The festival will be held
downtown starting at 9:00 a.m. The
majority of the vendors will be on Pine
Street with booths and activities on
side streets and in parbng lots.
The fe stival usually attracts more
than 120 craft vendors from across the
state. The vendors sell a wide variety
of goods ranging from dried flower
arrangements and paintings to homemade jelly.
Several booths will be devoted to a
variety of foods. Caramel apples, fun·
nel cakes, hotdogs and soda can always
be found . For the fi st time, the Rolla
Downtown Business will also serve
breakfast at their booth.

The festival hl!S enjoyed much success in the nineteen years it has been
held. Many of the vendors come year
after year and have told the Association
that it is one of the best craft festivals
held in the state. Dawn Smith, a cochairman of the committee credits the
success to people being in town for
UMR and Rolla lligh School Homecoming activities, and the fact that the
festival is only held for one day.
The festival is held outside every
year, rain or shine. Smith said that in
the nineteen years of the Festival it was
only canceled once, and then they simply postponed it to the next day. If it
does happen to rain many of the vendors come prepared with tents and
awnings that they can put up. Those
who don ' t have protection move up on
the sidewalks under the business' awnings.
The Rolla Downtown Business
Association is an organization that
sponsors events to raise funds and support for the do wntown area. In addition
to the Arts and Crafts Festival
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Excel Leadership Series begins
Rajesb Bala
Staff Writer

Robert Garvey, UMR alumni and
Chief Executive Officer of Birmingham Steel, will be on campus tomorrow night as
th e key note
speaker at the
inaugural banquet of the Excel
Professional Leadership Series.
The banquet
begins at 6:00
p.m. in Centennial Hall of
University
Center East
and will feature Garvey's
lecture
on
" Changing
Leadership Fo- Robert Garvey
cus in the
90's."
Since receiving his Bachelor of
Science in Metallurgical Engineering
from UMR in 1961, Garvey has
worked as President of Cargill's
Worldwide Steel Operations and as
President of North Star Steel. He cur-
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Tomorrow night's banquet will
lcick off this year's series of presentations by distinguished alumni which
will bring top engineers and scientists
to campus. UMR students will have an
opportunity to dine with corporate executives and employers, exchange
views and develop insights into contemporary leadership needs and practices in today's engineering and scientific workplaces.
Tickets for the
event with limited
seating are $15 each
and can be obtained
from the Oral Communication Center.
The Center can be
phoned at 3414863.
The Excel Leadership Series is sponsored by the Excel
Leadership Academy and co-sponsored by the UMR
Cooperative Development Council.
Over 100 students
are provided leadership training and experience by the
Excel Leadership Academy in conjunction with the Excel WorkshopProgram.
In addition, more than 500 students
attend Excel collaborative learning
workshops each semester on a voluntary basis to get the best out of their
~"'U"U!;Ul!; classes.
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Two UMR teams to compete in mine rescue simulation
Rajesb Bala
Staff Writer

The 14th Annual Mine Rescue
Contest to be held in the University of
Missouri-Rolla's Experimental Mine
Facility on October 10-1 i will witness
an unprecedented event. Two teams
from the campus will participate - a
men's team, and, for the first time in
the contes4 a women's team.
Ron Robinson, supervisor of
UMR's Experimental Mine Facility
and trainer of UMR ' s mine rescue
teams says, " UMR is the only univer-

sity in the United States that has a mine
rescue team and this year, both men's
and women's teains will compete
against professional mine rescue
teams."
Apart from UMR's teams, seven
teams from the industry will also compete in a simulated version of a mine
disaster situation. Each team consists
of six members and will be evaluated
on how well they adhere to the basic
rules and regulations that are so vital in
canying out a mine rescue.
Teamwork, coordination, planning
and disciplined action in accordance to
these rules will be winning attributes
in this situation. The contest will be
held underground to provide an actual

.

The contest proceeds thus - on their
approach to the mine entrance, the
teams are briefed about the simulated
mine disaster in detail by a designated
contest official, who acts as the mine
manager. The details include facts
about what has happened in the mine
disaster, a count of the injured or the
people who are trapped in the mine and
are to be rescued.
The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), the federal
regulatory age~~y foc the mining industry, will set up the simulated disaster
scenario 'and judge the competition.
This annual event is coordinated by the
UMR Mine Rescue Association and
the industry members from the state of
Missouri. .
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Student has problems with St. Pat's changes
thing about the suggestion Teams is
the addition of faculty and staff. St
Pat's is a celebration for the students
Not to beat a dead horse, but I (usually 18-22) so what would faculty
would .like to make a few statements and staff (usually 40+) know what the
about the St. Pat's situation. My first students would want. It sounds as if
problem is the St. Pat's Suggestion the faculty and staff are there as
Teams that Chancellor Park has set watchdogs. Everyone I have talked to
up. The idea behind these teams is to supports St. Pat's the '!:f ay it is presgive input and other ideas to the St. ently run and if they don't they are
Pat's Board, whoops I mean Commit-,; only suggesting small changes to what
tee. Isn't that the reason for which to is already taking place.
join the committee and Dr. Park wants
My second problem is that of the
to increase the size of the committee. forum in which we had to write down
Isn't this a contradiction? Another our questions and then, if we were
Writer's name witheld by reques't
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lucky enough to have them asked, received only partial, or cloudy answers
with no chance what so ever to rebut or
dwell deeper into the problem.
My third problem is the statement by Park that says, "Alice is
DEAD!" because it is a liability that
the university doesn't want. First off,
the event is not that great of a liability
there is some running if and only if
you choose so. If it was the liability
and not the bad PR that goes with it,
then the university would get rid of
intramurals and other events such as
~th;a,;;,t._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'"'"

122 W. 8th 8t. Rolla, MO
. " SUN-THUR 11AM·11PM
., . .
FRI·SAT 11AM·1AM

...

.' CALL FOR DELIVERY
" \ :1 OR TAKE OUT
.

,

.~ .

. . ' LARGE DINING ROOM

.· 364~'2669
• SALADSe SANDWICHES. PASTA

5% BEER J.'ON
SUNDAY
,
.--_ _ _ _ SPECIALITIES _ _ _ _--,
• GYROS. SOUVLAKI • HOMEMADE LAsAGNA.
, • GREEK SALAD • SPINACH PIE. BAKLAVA

,

Blade Runner 9pm
All movies shown loME '1 04
Free with valid UMR 10

WE WANT YOUR COMMENTS POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE SO THAT WE CAN GIVE ~ YO~lHE BES! ~~iS:-S~BLE SERVICE
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THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECfION OF GAMES & MUSIC

DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on [·20, Pearl, Miss.
Next time your !riend ,insi.sts on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because If he kIlls mnocent people, how will you live with yourself?

F.A.:na:OUS BUR.~'T'OS

11:30 - 2:00

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

~:S

ecDELlll-sS
&PUB
~::z::oo

Live Entertainment Tuesday Night
Appetizers Tuesday and Friday
Ladies Night Wednesday
College Night Thursday
$2.50 Pitchers
with valid UMR I.D.
$ .25 Draws Every Night P&L
Open 11 A.M. to 1 A.M. Every Day
118 W. 8th St.
364-9686
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT WOI(S
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
afford to save for retirement?
C an't
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not :when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
mpney time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month
beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate
over $172,109 0 by the time you reach age 6Q.
But wait ten years and you'll have to budget
$219 each month to reach the same goaL

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TlAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and
research put TlAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is to
build a secure tomorrow when you have time
and TIAA-CREF working on your side.

THAT
REALLY

COUNTS

giving to a level that will m.ake a
pennanent and positive diffefence.
Give Five· 5 hours a week and 5%
of you r income. The rewards will
day of ' your life. For more
infonnation. calI1-800-5s.GlVE·5.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it....
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Whatever causes you're giving
to now. set a goal to increase your

make you feel like a winner every

Start planning your fulure. Call 0"[ Enrolknt Hotline at 1 800842-2888.
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Wily WE'RE A NATioN of IdioTs ...
So, Itow iMPORTANT is kNowiNG cALcuLus, ANYWAY?
my calculus class for a week and travelled out into the "real world".
Scott Mitchell
I started my expedition at Subway,
where I bought a sandwich. After
Columnist
eating it (and feeling quite satiated), I
filled out an application for employThe word for tIie day is one that ment, on which there were no queseveryone on campus knows quite well, tions dealing with differentials or inteyet I feel an obligation to accurately .grals. Sure, they wanted to know if I
define it so that it will nicely lead into ' had ever been convicted of a crime, but
my article.
they did not implore if! had received a
From Webster's Ninth Collegiate 2.0 or better in Calc.
Dictionary: CALCULUS: the act of
Unfortunately, I found out this
repeatedly banging one' s head against week that I was turned down for emthe wall. (Check out my home
page at http://www.umr.edu/
-mitchell to see the top ten uses
for a calculus book.)
Here at Rolla, as I' m sure all of
you know, calculus is essential.
Almost every single class here at
UMR falls back on calculus (even
some humanities professors bring
up the "C" word in their lectures).
However, I q~estion how useful is calculus in the real world?
Being a computer science major, I
have often debated on how much calcu- ployment; a math degree graduate got
lus I should take.
the job instead (I am not lying). I
Should I be integralphilic or couldn't have hoped for a more ironic
integralphobic? Those two made up ending to my·Subway adventure.
I started to ponder if, perhaps, calwords bring me to the famous question
that Leibniz proposed (referred to as culus was important and useful. ObviLeibniz's Dilemma): "How essential is ously, someone who is well versed in
it for one to know how to integrate calculus got the job over me. Then I
secant cubed theta?" To try to answer began to think_that perhaps calculus
Leibniz' s historic question, I skipped was futile, the moral being, "Study

calculus real hard and you'll be guaranteed a job at Subway someday."
After lunch, I returned to campus
and stopped by my professor's office. I
first asked him how useful he thought
calculus was and then asked him to try
and answer Leibniz' s Dilemma. He
informed me that if it wasn't for calculus, he wouldn't have a job. (Of course,
he was mistaken: Subway is hiring.)
He was not aware of Leibniz 's Dilemma, so I told him the famous
mathematician's question, at which he
laughed. I think his actions only prove
his hesitancy to attempt to answer
this question. I left his office feeling more confused than I do after
one of his lectures.
For the rest of the week I decided to sleep in. I figured that if
I were well rested I could find
definite integrals much better than
if I were tired. In fact, there is a
fannou s equation (called Leibniz' s
Dilemma) which shows the correlation between the number of
hours of sleep one gets and the
percentage of calculus problems he
solves correctly. During the week of
calculus I skipped, I only missed three
lectures, a study session and a test.
I think the lesson presented in this
article is painfully obvious: learn and
live calculus while you are here at
Rolla, but once you get that diploma,
forget everything (unless, of course,
yo u' re an engineer).

was too much. I think the concert did
even b7tter due to the fact that there
were stragglers from the festival.
This,week's reviews are going to

responses from a few people that said
they were interested in writing reviews
for me, but few have actually followed
through with it. U you are interested,
send Amy Jones (amy@umr.edu) or
me some e-mail (jls@umr.edu).
Now on to reviews of some way
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What up? Quite a bit has happened
this last week in the music scene in St.
Louis. Last. Thursday through Saturday was the Mississippi River Music
Festival (MRMF). It was pretty muddy
with all the rain we've had. There was
a ton of bands playi ng everywhere
which kept most of the spirits up across
the downtown area.

I was supposed to check out 24-7
Spyz Thursday night, but couldn't go
due to tests on Friday.
However, I was able to go to the
Type a-Negative with Life of Agony at
Mississippi Nights on Friday. It was
pretty cool; I gotto seeJoeyZ, the Bass
guitarist from L.O.A. He .was his cool
stuff and actually remembered me and
my gang from the previous 3 t'.mes they
played in St. Louis this year.
I think because ofthe MRMF, more
people showed up that SUltry evening

We've got metal, Rap Rock (a term I
made up; e.g., Biohazard) and mellow
rock (70's classic rock). I have had

cool music.

Floodgate
Penalty
RoadRunner
Metal '
Sound Quality:
Performance:

6
6

Congratulations to this newly
signed band to the Roadrunner label.
These guys have earned their due with
songs on this album like "Shivering,"
"Before the Line Divides" and
" Whole. " Each song is heavy and
loaded with that metal grinding and
brain jiggling sound.
When fust listening to these guys,
I could instantly hear the Corrosion of
Conformity influence.
Each song has a different style in
vocals as well as in rhythm. Phil
Enselmo's crowling style from Pantera
could be heard in "Through my Days
into My Nights."
Vocal technique is hard to pick out
especially when there are so many
bands out there. One band that is
popular in one part of the world could
be an unknown somewhere else.
When tracking down to more of
these pretty powerful songs, the head
was bobbing a bit and babbling my
version of the lyrics. In most cases, as
~

lotofus know, what you think are the

see MUSiC, page 16
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A Closer Look: Or. Richa.rd Ha.ll
•

,

Melanie Kostedt

Starr Writer

Are yo u ever curious about the type
of music your professors like to listen
to or what cartoons make them laugh?
Dr. Richard Hall, a psychology professor here at UMR, clues us in on some of
the things he finds entertaining as well
as other interesting facts ~botit his life.
He, as a song writer an<\ guitarist,
has performed progressive folk music
with his wife on stage. Together they
have even recorded an album, called
Sidiosyncrasies and Hallucinations,
which was released on CD and cassette
a couple of years ago. Their music is
both fun and serious and has entertained th e listening audiences of
KMNR from time to time.
Dr. Hall grew up in Jefferson City
with his two brothers and sister. At
Jefferson City High School, he was
involved with the student council, of
which he was president his senioryear.
Swimming, drama, and debate
dominated much of his time during his
high school years. His role as the fun
and carefree Jeff in the music al
Brigadoon was his all-time favorite
drama production role.
D(. Hall began his college experience as a drama major at the University
of Arkansas in Fayetteville. After two
years, he transferred to Drury College
on a swimming scholarship. Swim

American in swimming his junior year.
After obtaining a P.E. degree at Drury,
Dr. Hall became an assistant swimming coach at Southern Methodist
University in Dallas.
Dr. Hall quit the coaching job after
one semester and attended the University of North Te xas to obtain a
bachelor's degree in psychology. He
took classes during the day and worked
full-time at a state school for juvemle
delinquents at mght. He was a son of

Dr. Richard Hall

Ju.tfn Ferguaon

house parent for young boys who had
committed mUltiple felonies. He went
on to complete his master's and doctoral degrees in experimental psychology at Texas Christian University.
All thro ughout school, Dr. Ball had
great respect for his teachers and professors. He admired almost all of
them, including those that were not
wellcliked. As a result, he thought it
"would be really cool" to enter the

he does not think all professors are
nerds, he thinks most people perceive
them as such.)
As a psychology teacher, Dr. Hall,
who wears Hawaiian shirts on test days
and shares "Far Side" cartoons on
Wednesdays, strongly desires that his
students get something out of class that
they can apply to their lives in a useful
way. He hopes they'll obtain a new
perspective on human behaviors and a
better understanding of why people do
the things they do.
Dr. Hall has a unique teaching style
that has proven very successful. General classroom procedures such' as
note-taking and quizzes go on, but
other fun activities, such as "group
days," add some diversion.
On group days, students gather together to look deeper into concepts
mentioned in class. After reaching
conclusions, each group shares its
opinion with the rest of the class. This
encourages students to think critically
and creatively and to discuss controversial issues with peers.
Dr. Hall' s research projects focus
primarily on various methods of teaching. Integrating multi-media resources
with learning is something he is working to implement. .
He also studies the eHects that
tools, such as know ledge maps and
scripted cooperative learning;can have
on students in his own classroom. He
analyzes the effectiveness of the strategies through the subjective responses
of students and test scores.
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Chris Burnett
Band
adds
jazz to ·Castieman film fest
ally early hour for a jazz musician,
used io fini shing up at dawn.
The wonder is that anybody
showed up at all. Hov! ever, Dizzy
Source
Gillespie, Ch arles Mingus,
Th elon ious
Monk,
Marian
Tuesday, October 8, the Chris MCP.artland, Maxine S ulivan, Art
Burnell Band, 4 Jazz, will join the Blakey, Milt Hinton, Count Basie,
Sonny Rollin s,
UMR Film Festival at Castleman to
Coleman H awadd a couple of sets
kins,
Les ter
of classic jazz to A
Young and dozens of others acGreat Day in
tually got there,
Harlem, to be
and from that, a
shown at 7 p.m.
valuable docuIn 1958 Art
Kane was invited to contribute to a ment was born.
The filmA Great Day in Harlem
special jazz issue of Esquire Maga.
cine. He conceived the idea of an all- and the photo on which it is based
encompassing group shot "of every- present an extraordinary cross-secbody," and accordingly put out the ' tio n of people and musical styles
word for all jazz musicians in New lhat have comprised the evolution
York to meet him uptown at 10 a.m. of j azz from its beginnings up to the
one summer morning --an exception- avant garde.

Film Festival

TEOI1",ic~lilies:
UMR TECHS
Source

October is Impact Month: Intelligent Miners Promoting Alcohol Concern Together. UMR TECHS (Teaching , Encouraging , Caring, Helping
StudenlS) along with Student Health
Services and Student Affairs sponsors
this event an nually.
This month is meant to promote
alcohol awareness among students.

Events include the following. With
date to be announced, SUB Comedian

and Mocktails with IFC and the SI.
Pat' s Committee; October 9, Alcohol
Awareness Program in ' the Quad at
7p.m.; October II , Diversity Dance
sponsored by the DaVinci Society;
October 3 1, candy and condom distribution in the UC-West breezeway and
in front of the li brary; and November
2, Hot S'hots '96, more Hot Shots
information provided at a later date.
UMR TECHS will also be sponsoring Color Days each Thursda y during the month of October with the
fo llowing ways to show your support.
October 3, support safe partying and
the UMR Miner footba ll team's
Homecoming game by wearing black

and gold; October 10, support the fight
against drinking and driving by wearing blue; October 17, wear red to
show you are a fri end who cares; October 24, support using your head and
making smart drinking decisions by
wearing your favorite hat ; and October 31, support safe sex and alcoho l
awareness by wearin g orange.
If you Wv uld like to provide your
organi zat ion w ith a program on alcohol duri ng the month of October. contact I ' \ iR TECH S at 34 1-4225 or erne: techs@ umr.edu .
de sure to watc h for more events

"nd information on IMPACT Month
,\(ound campus.

............

------------------------------------

~~
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The StuCo Minute
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,

Student Council
Source

One of the larger services Student
Council provides to student organizations is Non-Varsity Sports and Club
Appropriations. From both of these
student· activity fee funds, Student
Council appropriates approximately
$50,000 dollars to six Non-Varsity
Sports (e.g .• rugby) and any university

Varsity Sports portion of this fund occurs every fall and the Club Appropriations is scheduled once a semester. For
more information about either of these
funds please contact Bob Babcock
(rbabcock@umr.edu).
The Student Services Committee,
chaired by Chris Polka, is in the process of setting up a Non-Traditional
Students Advisory Committee. The
purpose of this committee will be to
gather information about the type of
services that link with the ever growing

student or are just interested in ~ com
ing a part of this new sub·committee of
Student Council, either contact the
Student Council office in 202 University Center-West or e·mail Chris Polka
(cpolka@umr.edu).
For those of you who do not wish to
receive a 1996·1997 Rollamo Yearbook, you need to fill out a Rollamo
Yearbook Refund Form. You can do so
by either stopping by the Student
Council office or by filling out the form
on the Student Council Homepage.
The deadline for the refund form is
October 4, 1996.

History Club hosts book sale
•

Doug Sobery
Edltor-In-Chier

,

Looking for something to do before
the big game next weekend? Love
reading but don't
have much cash to
raid the local bookstore? Then drop by
the Phi Alpha
Theta/History Club
used booksale this
Friday and Saturday.
The
annual
booksale will be held in the breezeway
by the puck on campus and will feature

a plethora of books for any interests.
Everything from old editions of textbooks to fantasy and spy novels to
technical manuals will be available.
Ever wanted a copy of that technical
manual that professor keeps quoting
from in class? There just might be one
among the thousands of books donated
to the sale.
The sale will
begin between 8
a.m. and if a.m. on
Friday, October 4
and will run until 3
p.m. that afternoon. The sale will
reopen at 9 am. on
Saturday, October
5 and will close at 3 p.m. Come on out
and read what you've been missing.

We mut on Tuesda}'5 every other wed: at
9:00 pm in the Carver Turner room (UCE)

dds
fest

If you want to know more about us, visit our
Ww-page @ http://www,umr.edu/-gradcnsl/

12 musician,

dawn.
tat anybody

If you want to be on our mailing list,
e-mail Yvonne Liske @ liske@umr.edu

vover,DizzY

Mingus,
, Marian
Sulivan, Art
:ount Basi~
ny Rollins,
:man HaW'
Lester
;g and doz'
of others ae·
y got there,
from that, a
"ble doeu·

ayin Har1eftl
:h it is based
rycroSS•sec·
usical styles
he evolution
ngsuptothe

following mutings ar6 s~h6dul6d for
Nov. 5, Nov. 19, and D". 3.

O~t. 22,

)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ . . - - / I

The Canterbury Club of
Christ Episcopal Church
invites YOlrto Join them
for Evening Service
every Sunday
at 6:00 PM

A !:JTIT c!.l1N T!.l~

RlC;!.lT DIQ.~CTION

Alterations and Custom Gannents

112 W. 8th St.

364-5074
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Come support UMR!
Celebrate Homecoming!
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Mistakes haunt Miners in loss to Bearcats
Matt Ryan

Starr Writer

The football Miners lost
another tough game this week as
they fell to the North';"est
Missouri State in Maryville by
a score of 56-21. The score is
not indicative of how the Miners
played, however. UMR was in
the game well into the third
quarter, but fen apart after an
interception was returned for a
touchdown :
Northwest started off by
receiv ing the ball. On the
second play from scrimmage,
Northwest's Jesse Haynes was
able to break thought the Miner
defense for a 67 yard touchdown
run. Northwest missed the kick,
so the score was 6-0.
UMR recei·v ed the ball, was
able to get a first down before a
Dan Van Anne pass was
intercepted by Northwest and
returned to the Miner 16 yard
line. From this great field
position, Northwest had no
problem punching in another
touchdown to make it 12-0, as
they missed the two-point
attempt.
UMR was still unable to do
anything with the ball on
offense, as they went three and
out, punting the ball away. The
Miner defense, finally on the
field in decent position,
tightened up, forcing Northwest
to punt the ball after a short
drive. The teams then traded
punts, as neither was able to do
much. At the end of the first
quarter, the Miner offense

fin ally started to mo ve, dr iv ing
70 yards in II play s to score on
an Elliott Ja c kson r ece pt i on
from D an Van Ann e.
On the ki c k off , UM R's
Jerem y M ar k um r ecove red a
fumbl e to gi ve the Miners th e
ball on the North wes t 4 1 ya rd
line. On fir st do wn, UMR made
a key mistake, taking a holding
penalty , w hich pushed them
back into their own territory.
They were unable to mo ve back
to the original line of scrimmage
in the ne x t three plays and so
were forced to punt. James
Harden's punt was blocked 'by
Northwest, giving them the b~ll
on UMR s 36 yard lin·e .
Again in great field
position, Northwest was able to
drive and score another
touchdown , taking 6 plays to go
the 36 yards. Once again , they
missed the extra-point kick, so
the score was 18-7.The Miners
came out on first down with a
pass to Russell Zung , who
managed to go 65 yards for a
touchdown. UMR made the two
point conversion on a Dan Van
Anne pass to Elliott Jackson to
make the score NWMS 18 UMR
15.
Northwest received the
kickoff, and again broOke a big
play, this time a 50 yard run by
Derek Lane on first down to the
UMR 13. On the next play, they
scored a touchdown and were
abl" to make the extra point
attempt to go up 25-15 .
The Miners, drove down the
field 85 yards on nine plays .
This drive was capped by a Van
'Anne 'pass to Ed Starks for a 32
yard touchdown reception. The
iwo point conversion failed, so
. the score was NWMS 25 UMR
21.
'
,

UzMorris

Miner kicker Lance Privett kicks an extra point against the Truman State
Bulldogs. The Miners were drilled by the Northwest Missouri State
Bearcats 56-21 last Saturday, dropping the Miners record to 2-2. UMR will
face No. 14 Missouri Southern this Saturday!
The Miner defense stopped
Northwest on the next drive ,
forcing a punt with 1 :29 left on
'the clock. UMR, after a clipping
.penalty, started off with the'ball
on their own four yard line. The
..Miners were unable to move the
ball, and turned the ball over on
downs after a botched punt
attempt. Northwest got the ball
on UMR' s eight yard line, but
was unable to score a
touchdown. The Miner forced a
field goal, which was good, to
make the score NWMS 28-UMR
21 at the end of the first half .
The Miners started with the

Miner " ~atcfi"- if p
.....;.::,

Missouri' Southern Lions at UMR MiI.1ers
Site: Jackling Field Rolla, MO
Date: Oct. 5, 1996
Time: 1:30 pm CDT
1996 Records: MSSC (3-0), Miners (2-2)
Series Record: 9-2, MSSC leads.
Head Coaches: Jon Lantz (45-28-1, in eighth year at MSSC) , (66-37-3 overall);
Jim Anderson (13-32-1 in fifth year at UMR)
Players to watch: MSSC: Brad Cornelsen, QB; Richard Jordan , DE. Miners: Mike McEnery
OL, Courtney Porter DB.
Outlook: The Lions , ranked 14th in the nation at press time, are simply loaded on offense.
Brad Cornelson leads a deadly passing attack and is quite mobile. Cornel son has a talented
corps of receiver to throw to. Wallace Clay used his talents at tailback to run allover the CMSU
Mules defense last week in Joplin. On defense the Lions are led by preseason All-American
SOllrce:UMR Sports Information
Richard Jordan.

ball in the second half, and the
UMR offense was unable to
move the ball , actually going
back six yards .after a penalty.
Once again, th; Miners had to
punt the ball away. Northwest
was able to break another big
play on their drive, this one a 36
yard pass. They went on to score
o"n this drive, to make the score
3:5-21. UMR was not out of the
game, however.
The Miners received the
ball and were unable to do
anything , having a fourth down
and three to go. James Harden's
punt was blocked, but Courtney

Porter was able to pick the ball
up and return it eight yards for
a first down. Still alive, the
Miners began to drive, moving
the ball to the Northwest 23 yard
line. Here, a Dan Van Anne pass
was intercepted and returned 73'
yards for a touchdown. This
broke the back of the Miners ,
who were intercepted again on
the next play from scrimmage.
Northwest was able to score two
more times to make it 56-21.
which is how it ended.
On offense , the Miners

see Football page 15
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UMR women crush
Jonathan Erdm an

Kate Ma s te rm a n , Ama nd a
Gi lbertson, Al li son Hanso n all
scori ng t wo goa ls a piece, and

Baptis t] a s truggling program.
They're starting to ge t it going,
but it jus t takes a long time to

Bearcats 14-0
practice th at we normally do
anyway. It was a good thing for
us. I fclt bad abou t beating them

Asst. Sports Editor

Th e UMR Lady Miner
soccer team wi ll play Uni vers ity
of Mi ss ou ri - Sa in t Lou is I p.m.
in Saint Loui s today and
Mi sso uri Bapti st Ih is S atu rd ay
at 5: 30 in Rolla.
T he Lady Mi ner s arc
preparin g to e nt er the tou gh pa rt
of thei r sea son .
"We pl ay UM S L a nd
Mi ss o uri Bapti s t th is week, and
th ey' ll be two very to ugh ga mes.
We' ve rea ll y co me do wn to the
part o f th e sched ul e th ai is rea lly
lo ugh . The women's s c hed ul e
now is go in g 10 be extre me ly
diffi c ult and the y n eed to be
ready for it ," Coac h Ma rk
Sa li sb ury s aid.
The women 's soccer tea m
cru s he d Southwest Mi sso uri
Bapti s t by a sco re of 14-0 Se pt
28 .
UMR play ed i ts en tire
roster during th e shut o ut, and
Ih e lead in g goa l sco rer was
Nata lie Sanders sco rin g a total
o f five goa ls.
(
Othe r goa l scorers for th e
Min e r s we re Kim H ydema n ,

LadyMiner Match up
UMRat UMSL
Date: Oct. 2, 1996
Site: UMSL
Players to watch: Nala lie Sa nders, Rache l Lewis
O utlook: The Miners are enterin g lhe hard part
of the ir scedule and will have to play well to win.

Missouri Baptist at UMR
nate: Oct. 4, 1996
Site: UMR Soccer
Complex
Players to watch: Kate Masterman , Amber Fischer
Outlook: The Lady Miners are comin g off a 14-0 vicliory and a
2-0 loss, a nd ex pect a good game homecoming weekend.

Heath er Morgan who sco red one
goa l.
Th e ga me was dominated by
Ro l la fro m th e beg innin g , a s
th ey o utclass ed their opponents.
"They're
[ So uthwe s t

get really going, and th ey are a
level below us," Salisbury s aid.
"It cou ld hav e been a lot
worse, and we tri ed to use that
game as a way to develop as a
team a nd d o so me thing s in

so badly, but I think their coach
will turn it around he's a good
guy."
Coac h Salisbury believes
th at the team is improving as t he
season goes on .

"We continue to get better.
We did have moments where we
pl ayed down to our opponents,
where we still co uld pl ~y better,
but the whole idea is to improve
every game, and we're s tarting
to do that. "
The
Miner s
lo s t to
So uthwe s t Mi ss ouri Sep t. 25,
by a score of 2-0.
Rolla took the fi )' ld with
pl ayers
Hydeman',
Ta mi
Bowman, Katie Marc um , Sara
Rudy, Sander s , Ma s t er man,
Gilbe;tson , Dena Burn s, Kelly
Thom as, Zachlyn Thompso n and
Rachel Lewi s in the goa l. Lewi s
made seven saves during the
game .
Although the Miner s lo s t
the game, Salisbury was very
happy with their performance .
"We're really getting better.
The game again s t Southwes t
Mi sso uri State, although we lost
that game, we played very, very
well, and I was really proud of
them . They worked very hard,
and they did the thi n gs t hat
we've been t rying to do in
practice, and they really
competed," Sa lisbury said .
"It was un l ucky that we
lo st. We had our chances to wi n
it, and we just didn't pu t the ball
away, but I'm really proud of my
team."

Soccer team wins two over the weekend
Jonathan Erdman

Ass!. Sporls Editor
The UMR Miner soccer team
will face Missouri Bapli st after Ihe
Lady Miner ga me on October 4, in
Ro ll a.
Las t yea r Ihe Miners lied wilh
Missour i Bapti st I · J in overt ime.
Coach Mark Salisbury believes Ihe
leum can win the upco ming game.
" We ti ed th e m in overtim e
laSI year I - I , and il was a very hard
fou ghl ga ",e. They're a good learn .
nnd we' re going to have 10 pluy well
10 bca l th em," S ali s bury s aid .
UMR will need 10 conlinue 10
improve 10 beut Mi ssouri Baptist.
" ITo win , we need loj pluy more intell igenl soccer, und fin ish a linle bil
bell cr. We need 10 jusl conti nue on
Ihe track th at we ' re on, 10 gel better
every gllme," Sa li sbu ry sllid .
The Miners arc going inlo Ihis
game aft er two wins lusl week. They
de fea led Fo ni bo nn c Se pt. 29 in
Roll a, by a score of 7- 1. UMR defealed Soulh wesl Baptis l Universily
by" score of 2- 1 Sept. 28. TI,e slurting

t C1Hl'l

ngnin sl Fo ntbolll1C co n ~

s is led o f Jo hn Almeida. Gre g
Sehull e , Put B yee, Bri an
Ko sc ielski. Joe l Warncke, Mike
Ki e fe r, A lan Mc Muho n, John
Kwa nl cs. Gevun McCoy, MUlt Long
und Kev in Levy in Ihe goa l.

Coach Sa lisbury believes the
team has improved over the past two
games. The team has improved its
goal scoring abi lity.
"We finally found th e net.
We're getting more confident, morc
comfortable with the tea m. We' re
getting to play
be tt er as a
grou p, mo re
co mfortab le
with
their

scored by the Miners was an unassisted goal by Schriner.
Salisbury thinks that UMR's
mental game is improving, although
he still thinks it ,needs some im provement.
"As we get more confident,

"We wanted to come out
stron ger, and establish ourselves
early, because we've struggled with
that. In the game against Columbia
it killed us, and we were behind the
8-ball right away. They were not four
goals better than we were, but we
made them
look that
way by bein g so ft. It
,wa s a good
step . We' re
gelling bet-

Miner l\Jatch up

t e ammate s .
We' re slflr lin g

calch a ro ll
a liltl e bi t,"
S a l i s bury
said .
Th e
Mi ners ' firs l
goa l
was
sco red
by
Boyce, wi lh
10

Missouri Baptist at UMR
Date: Oct. 4, 1996
Site: UMR Soccer
Complex

1 c' r

• "

Sa li s bur y
sa id.
Long
receiv ed a
red ca rd in
Players to wat.ch: Gcvan McCoy, Kev in Levy. Jo hn A lm eida
th e seco nd
half of th e
O utlook : 111C Mincrs are comin g off a pair o f weekend
gam e
ass isls from
aga in s t
vic liories and ex pec i a tough game ho mecoming weekend.
KWH ni es and
Fontbonne.
Ko sc ie ls ki.
Th e
The secon d
Min cr' S
was
goa l
gam e
scored
by
against SBU
Schull e and was assisled by McCoy. we gel bell cr. We have a tende ncy started out slow, but picked up speed
The nex l goal was scored by Boyce being a yo ung lea m, to come OUI at £IS th e ga me went o n.
fi rsl and go ·well . I'm not sure what
assisted by McMah on. Ko scielski
"We came out pretty n at and
scored a goa l 40 minules into Ihe Ih e oppos ing tea m is go ing to be gave Ihem a goa l right away and that
ga me. He was ass iSled by Mike li ke', and we have 10 gel pasl Ihal. I hurt Us because it got them all ex Schriner. The next gou l was scored Ihink pl aying games like Ihis, where cited and emotionally charged into
by McCoy who wa s ass is led by we I'c;.lly comc out strong and pl ay Ihe ga me. Then we had to fight our
Schulte. The neX I goul for Ihe Min - w e! 1 fl .,J1111hc stllrt helps LIS n lot."
way back into it, but once we got
ers WilS scored by McMflhon. wilh
The gll l11 C ugni nst Fonlbollilc ou rselves go ing we star ted 10 play
un uss ist by Schult e. The rinal goa l 11'." very physica ll y aggressive.
prett y well," Salisbury said.

wednesday,

~

In both games, the Miners
took the (ield missing a few players.
"Dave Nauman was hurt with
a hamstring pull, and Jason Lopez
has injured his ·quad. Ryan Pape is
stil l recovering from a quad pu ll. So
we were a litt le deeper in OUt line
up, but it was nicc to see sor!le of
the guys who don't get to play much
get to play and play quite well,"
Sa lisbury sa id.
The Miners' starting line up
was made up of Schulte, Boyce,
Koscielski. Keifer, McMahon, Sam
Wiertz, K wantes, McCoy, Long and
fre shman Tim Birch and Levy.
Sa li sbury believes that McMahon
and Schulte have been doing well
in these past two games.
"Alan McMahon. has· staned
to pl ay quite well, and has done very
well for us," Salisbury said. "Greg
Schulte reaJiy has done quite well
for us the pas t couple of games. He's
scored two game winning goals. The
goal against Southwest Baptist was
a diving header. It was just beauti·
fuL "
The first 'goal scored by Ihe
Miners was scored by Keifer unassisted. The olher goal was scored by
Schulte. He was assisted by Boyce.
Coach Salisbury believes that
the team has really improved, and
is starting on the ri ght path.
" I think our learn is start ing
to co me olong. I think that we've
made a lot of progress."
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Miner runners at home
Nathan Erdman
Sports Editor
to

25,

tCe,

The Miller
Miner
cross
c ountry teams
will host the
17th
Annual
Miner Invitational this Saturd a y morning at
the UMR golf
course . This will
be the only home
meet for the
cross country
teams this sea-

'Iter.

son.

West
dost

Coach Sar a h· Preston believes this meet
is
important.
"It's the 17th
one, so it s pretty much of a tradition . It's one of the high
points, it starts the serious part
of our season. It s our only opportunity to run at home, we
hope to make it a good one, "
Preston said . There's a lot of

with
~ami

Sara
nan,
:elly
I and
ewis
the

lost

very

very
ld of
lard,
that

o in
ally
: we

win
ball

and

L a dy

press ure. Hope fully w e ' ll hav e
lots of student a nd community
s upport. I expe ct around ten to
15 school s to co mpe te," Presto n
added .
M en
The men should be led by
Be n Mulvaney who run sev era l

lo oks ready to step up." Craig
Mc C a ul ey and Ke vi n Johns on
we re listed as quest ionable on
Sunday night wi th mino r inju -

ries.
W omen
Sheri Lentz leads the Lady
Mi ners into the women s race
a nd is e x pected to
compete for
the
individual title.
Lentz outdi s tanced
Central
Missouri
S tat e ' s
Sandy Tho-

Miner
Meet
The 17th Annual Miner

.\1.
".

Invitational
Saturday Oct. 4 at the UMR
Golf Course

mas

1

this

season s defending conference
champion at
the Southern Stampede
in
Joplin . Preston "expects a good
performance" from Tracy Jones.
Among the top teams in
the meet are. Southern lIIinoisEdward sv ille, L inco In,
Lindenwood and the Truman
State women .

Runners to watch: Men- Ben Mulvaney, Matt Hagen
Women- Sheri Lentz, Tracy Jones

successful races at the K a nsas
Invitational and Southern Stam pede. Preston said Mulvaney
could be in the hunt for the individual championship on Saturday but also points to M a tt
Hagen, "I think Matt Hagen

Rugby wins opener
Rugby team won its home
opener. On the afternoon of Sunday, September 22, the Miners
Rugby team challenged the Sunday Morning Rugby Team . After one hour of gr ueling and intense competition, UMR had
established an overwhelming
victory of 31-5 . This marks the
first win for the home team after losing to the SI. Louis Bombers the previous week. In addition, three Miners qualified for
the Missouri State Select Rugby
Team. Thi s team consists of the
15 best rugby players from the

area and compete in national
competition in Dallas, Tex. , on
September 28 and 29. The three
players chosen were Ed Walsh,
Will
Yount ,
and
Rick
Goldammer.
The annual UMR Rugby
SMIIRT Tournament will be
held at the rugby field behind
fraternity row. The games will
be held on Saturday, October 5
and will include a wide variety
of teams from the area. Look for
flyers around campus and above
the bookstore for the tournament
kickoff time.
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National Division II Scores
Scores lor September 28. 1996
Abany 17, Rensselaer 7
Slate 38, TU5k8gIIe 14
H Ask-Nlonlio::eOo 45, W. Alabama 36
Tedl 38, North Alabama 35
Bentley 29, Slony Brodt 6
Bloomsburg 28, American
Intemational 24
Bowie Stale 22, Vrgna Urian 14
Buffalo 17, Edinboro 7
Carso~ewman 20, Elan 0
Catav.ila 49, TusruIlII1 7
Cerlral Askansas 34, Delta SIaIe 18
Central 0Idah0ma 39, l..angsIon 20
Chadron State 14, Neb.-Keamey 10
Cialk AtIal1a 24, Miles 7
Duquesne 40, Gannon 8
Emporia SI. 30, Mo. W9Slem Slate
14
Fairmont State 41 , Concad 27
Ferris State 38, Northern Mictigan 33
Fort Lewis 24, Colorado SdIOClI cA
Mines 14
F9f1 Valley State 23, Kentucky Slate 8
Glenville State 44, W9SI Vrgna Stale
14
Grand Valley State 23, Wayne Stale
(MI) 0
HaJr4)ton 14, Vrginia Slate 10
Hendlerson State 20, Wwst Georgia
13 (OT)
Hilsdale 21 , Ashland 0
Indiana (Pa.) 14, New Haven 6
Johnson C. Smith 38, South Carolina
Slate 14
La Vema 33, Sonoma Slate 23
Mari<ato State 31, Momilgside 21
Mansfl9kl 6, Lodt Haven 3
Massachusetts-Lowell 19, Saaed
Heart 14
Mercyhurst 10, SI. John FISher 6
Mesa Slate 24, Adams State 21
Michigan Tedl 19, IndianaporlS 14
Millersville 34, ShWensburg 29

Minn.-OuIuth SO, Wayne Sl. (NE) 21
t.issouri Southem State 42, Central
t.issouri Slate 29
MonmCUh 14, Cw. Post 7
Moorhead Slate 39, Northam State 33
Morgan Slate ' 29, Cheyney 0
Morris 8rO'Ml 16, Alabama A&M 8
Neb.-Omaha 24, North Dakota Sl. 21
NeMlelry 16, Gardner-Webb 0
Nafok Slate 27, Delaware Slate 23
North Carolina Central 34, Eizabeth
cty Stale 0
North Dakota 27, Augustana 14
~IINouriSlate56, UMR 21
Northwood 30, St. Francis (Il) 6
Pane 26, Iona 20
~ Slate 49, SouthW9S1 Baptist 20
Prasbyterian 33, Lenoir-Rhyne 19
Sl. Joseph's 37, CaI~ornia (Pa.) 7
Salve Regina 17, Stonehill 7
Savannah Slate 19, Morehouse 9
Shepherd 37, West Lilerty 21
SlWery Rod< 24, East Stroudsburg
10
South Dakota 27, Northem Colorado
24 (OT)
South Dakota State 17, S1. Cloud
Slate 13
S. Connecticut Slate 24, Kutztown 21
(OT)
Southwest Slate 32, Bemidji State 7
Tex A&M Commerce 20, Ask.-Pine
Bluff 7
Truman State 38, Washbum 21
UC·Davis 20, Chico State 6
Westem State 31, New Mexico
Highlands 21
West VlrlJinia Wesleyan 51 , West
Vrginia Tedl 0
Wingate 14, Mars Hill 7
Winona State 49, Minnesota-Morris 13
Winston·Salem State 6. Fayetteville
State 0
Youngstown State 51 . Clarion 10

Dlv II Soccer Poll

1 Southern Connecticut (11) 7-0·0 240
2 Tampa (1) 5-0-0 228
3 Gannon (PA) 6-0-0 213
4 CS-Bakersfield 7-2-0 202
5 New Hampshire College 4·0-0 193
6 Wingate University (NC) 5 · 1·0180
7 Oakland (MI)3-2-1 165
8 Franklin Pierce (NH) 5-1-0151
9 Chico State 3-3-0 146
lOWest Virginia Wesleyan 4-2-0 129
11 AL-Huntsville 5·0-0104
12 Grand Canyon (AZ) 3-2-1 97
13 Presbyterian (SC) 4-2-0 91
14 Oowling (NY) 4-0-0 90
15 East Stroudsburg (PA) 6-1-0 75
16 Seal1le Pacific (WA) 4-4-0 49
17 LlU-Southampton 5-1 ·0 46
18 SIU-Edwardsville 5·2·0 36
19 Florida Institue ofTechnology 5· 1-1 35
20 CatawabaCollege(NC ) 4· 1·031

Women's Soccer
1
8
0

Team
SMSU
UMR

1
0
0

2
6
0

2
2
0

Final
.14
0

Final
2
0

Cross
Country
1995 Results
Men
Southern Stampede,
Sept. 21 at Joplin, Mo.
(SK)
16. Ben Mulvaney, 26:01;
21. Matt Hagen, 26:50;
25. Josh Sales, 26:55;
34. Jeremy
Spencer, 27:26;
35. Dan Saylor, 27:33;
37. Jeremy Theys, 27:43;
38. John Sanders, 27:45;
41 . Ryan Heckman,27:55;
46.Craig McCauley, 28 :06;
61. Jason Reneau, 30 :04.

Women
Southern Stampede,
Sept. 21 at Joplin, Mo,
(SK)
4. Sheri Lentz, 18:1 1;
19. Tracy Jones, 19:55 ;
26. Abigail Knapp, 20 :46;
30. Sheryl Ziccardi , 21 :01 ;
34. Serena Jagtiani, 21 :20;
36. Mindy Settles, 21 :51 .
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ACROSS

1 Jelemy's
par1nel
5 Word on a

,

,.

Supet Crossword .' "

100 looks like
53 SClaglio
55 CPR plov)del
Lothario7

2 A shake tn "

56

3 Tlee s.ptay

Ihe

1D1 -Plalnes, IR.
102 Takes on
103 Cowboy

·MofeIl3~

monogram
58 Nan type
59 Rational

gIBSS?

4 Deal with a

~"

.
87 "l"e Three
Musketeers

mately)
39 EH'S

40 IGd slufl7
doo'"
50.)mbslruck
41 Custard of
6 Mediler·
Gastfle
ranean Island 42 Hatl·bak:ed?
"Hee HawM
7 Shove
44 CoIl<Jge
Caldwen
8 Gin flaYOfing
program
20 Roman
67 Where Ihe
45 'The MagIC
II Fem lealul'9
buoys ale
106 Nolm
province
Aute"hero
21 Felalolholdor 68 Singer John 101 Arkansas hIS. 10 Shake·
speare',
·
4, Gorge
22Uke lemons
69 Mil. address 109 Canon'zod
Alhens ~
Mlle.
50
out
23 -Balor
11 Err
11 -impasse
54 Cane ClItleI'
24 In addition
16 Gable
111 Err
channel
120 Jan of opera
(deadlocked) 57 $net!le and
25 Gulf st::.le
12 Din from
Fau. pas
123 Pidtable
26 Dueen Anne
S9 A·V
chair?
79 Dostoyev124 "Once, - 8
dynamite
13 Diva Munsel
SP.QuellC$
sky', "- Irom
midnigl'lt
21 Err
Und@lgrouod
dreary .. ,
14 Felt $Otll
61Dfeg5
31 Bosion brew
SO Blidal path7 125 Aoct\slar
1511 may be
63 Com holder
32 Female lowl
B,IIy
sp.1re
&4 Yoko112 Wee
33 Clear (of)
66 Schedule
34 Banned
e3 In progress 126 Coonse[or's
16 Wftdd·110
67 Conductor
84 Formal
conc<>m
substance :
17 Oi;IO$[ Anais
Klemperer
agreement
127 Churchill'S
abbr.
116 Foster 3 lelon
succeSS('f
111 E'(per1
69 Mature
370enickor
clane
119 You can retire 1211 Sranlst'l
280uHlnd ·0!.JI
70 Good buddy
surrealist
29 Complain
72 Inequitable
41 Part 01 TGIF
onil
73 Curty canine
90 Conon clump 129 Bust'lwa
30 S'bf'lius'
43 Eye·related
Valse-74 Sped
130 Takes I~e
46 Caviar
91 Take the
34 Errs
75 Bahy beaver
reins
47 H3ppen next
honey and
78 'Psh<lw!"
131 E,..Unct bird
35 Tony 01
48 Tribe
non
"\.£'ave It 10
81 Sweal ·shir1
49 Author
91 Dais Co\'ering 132 QI..lobertpsl
Beaver"
size
Antonia
94 According 10
ollenng
36- Aviv
83 Spinning
51 He gives
96 For i1 SMrt
133 ai' olQOSSip
84 BIshop of
lime
DOWN
37 C3 enOr
• hoot
Shriner
Rome
1 Flaternity
520<,rsman
99 Opinion page

luse

9 Pierce
13 Sign 01 998
19 Roman 01

by Larry Duncan

"""'"

rtme

whee,.

M

p<""
18 Hardy hor')lne

,.me

name

104 '92 US Open
60 "K"'e & 62 Pancho's pal
65 Irish poel
105 Adress

n

Sports Quiz

85 Summit

38 - ... bouI
(approl i.

92Govemmcnt
93 Health
m e<'sures?
94 Cooper's 1001
95 Composer
Oclibes
91 Hartlord le",m
98 Flew the coop
106 Sull(yho<-se

108 Pool person
109 A lit1lenighl
music?
110 120 Across.

M

wo""

;'

' .. OM

111 Emancipate
112 Rogers or Ebb
113 Fast'lloNlble

""""

114 Anesthclize
115 Maybeny

moppe'

118 PaClrc
archi[)f'lago
117 Mineenlry
118 HarbOr Ioc.AIe
119 Kind of SCh.
120 Or! equip-

"",nt
121 Do lunch
122 Pnor lo, 10

· :'~ · ' ·,. · VlslonTeaser ··

Prio<

-

L What football coach popularized
the forward pass?
2. What baseball innovation first
occurred on May 24, 1935, in Cincinnati?
3. Where is the Cotton Bowl
played?
4. Who was the last bare-knuckle
hea vyweight boxing champion?
S. What did a 16th-<:entury Aztec
athlete get for putting a rubber ball
through a ring?
6. Who hit his 600th home run on
Sept. 22, 1969, for the San Francisco
Giants?
7. Which point value counts when
an arrow cuts two colors of an archery target, the higher or lower?
8. How many points are there in a
perfect th ree-da n throw?

.'

copyright 1996 by King

. see Solutions, page 14

Features Syndicate

'We'
The m
out ~
Kimbe,
Watch out for all those potholes at
Kappa Sig next time! Ok??
Greene,
Saw any planes landing ... oh,
mean taking off lately?
Swanz
Jerome,
So how many different dates do you
have set up for this weekend?
Hey all yo u D .. . of Ladies,
Here's to the hammer and nail the
shovel, the miya, the walker, the
Swanson, the rodeo, the donkey, the
SigTau ....
Get Funky!
Tyler,
So how did those contacts taste?
Kelly rocks on field sobriety tests!!!
DOL 10ves':AEPi!!
Greene,
So how many did you have lined up
waiting for yo u??
Dom,
Did you like the screwdrivers??
YBS

Joe L.,
I hope yo u enjoyed your gift bag!
Love,
YBS
HeyDFWs,
Thanks a lot for the dogpi le! Don't
worry I'll get ya back!
Swanz
Bailz,
So did you help the Pikes wash
their Balcony?
Ben and Mike W. are the best Little
Brothers!
Love,
YBS

Brian,
Keep an eye on yo ur car - you never
know when it disappears!
Love,
YBS
Shane,
Welcome to the Abernathy family!
Love,
Mandy
Sigma Pi,
Great job during Greek Week!
Thanks for everything!
Love,
Kathy

Hey Big Chicken,
You're an awesome little broil
Sigma Pi,
Love,
YBS
Thanks for helping us with a '.
GREAT Rush !
'Love,
Good luck with Homecoming,
DOE
Sigma Pi!!
DOE
DOE loves Sigma Pi' s new
' pledges!!
Zach,
Meow! Meow!
Pars and Cher,
(
P
Great Rush!
Lesley
Thanks,
,
' ''c're so happy to have yo u in our
DOE
fat' .. )'! We love you!
DOE loves Sigma Pi!!!
YBS

I love my family!
Zeta love,
Lis
Shelli,
Welcome to the family! You're the
coolest.

Bob,
Study your organic!!!
YLS
Roy,
Do you know who I am yet?
YBS
/

ZLAM,
YBS
BiggD,
Good luck this week!!
LittleC

Mary E.,
We need to make some p.urple
app le pies!
Lis,
Some bunny loves you !

Quad RAs are the best!!
Welcome to the family, Paula!
Josh,
DOE loves you!!
Luv,
YBS
A. Harrison,
Thanx for everything! I love you!!

Luv,
YLS

Mark,
Don't worry, we'll fllld the missing
bottle. Sigma Pi and DOE rules!!
Love,
YBS

"HE

wate

ZLAM,
YBBS (Tara)
Relea,
You rock! Welcome to the fam!
YBBS
Paula,
Your family loves you!
.,
YBS
Stacey,
Welcome to the family! We love

you!
- ZLAM,
YBS

Zach is a Physics GOD!!
YBS

see Gossip. page 14
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by Daryl Cagle

DAVE

r lariled

1011

by David Miller

first

in Cin.

n Bowl

RESTROOM

iknuckle

Ion?
l' Allee

VIRTUAL

RESTROOM

lberball

eninon

rancisco

Itsl1lhen
anan:h·
:r1

DAVEtoon@aot.com

Jere in a

"We're wasting our time,
The minute your sister finds
out you can read , she'll
hide her diary,"

Ie

p~rple

"He's not as much of a
watchdog as he is nosy,"
?auJa!
fara)

-

he lam!

"It's okay...I'm wearing my
waterproof watch ."

---?89814

Men are more afraid of getting fa t (37%) than of
losing their jobs (23%) going ba ld (13 %) or
, being single forever (1 7 %),

__ d
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Awards
and doctorate degrees in mechanical
engineering from UMR in 1970 and
1974, respectively. Since 1974, he has
been employed by Black & Veatch and
is c urrently the managing partner and
head of the power division.
The Alumni Service Award, presented in recognition of dedicated service by alumni to the Urtiversity and
the association, will be awarded to the
fo llowing four individuals.
P. Scott Gegesky of Grosse lie,
Michigan, is the site manager fo r
Wi ndsor Operations of Ford Motor
Company in Detroit. He received a
bachelor's degree and a master's degree in mechanical engineering from
UMR in 1968 and 1969, respectively.
Risdon W. (Hank) Hankinson of
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, received his
bachelor's and master 's degrees in
chemical engineering from MSM in
1960 and 1962: respectively . He
earned a Ph.D. in chemical engineering from Iowa State University in
1967. He began his career with
Phillips Petroleum in 1967 and is currently a senior scientist.
Thomas A. Herrmann of Ballwin,
Misso uri, received a bachelor's degree
in civil engineering from MSM in
1950. His current position is as sertior
co nsultant for Zurheide·Herrmann
[nc., Consulting Engineers.
Dudley Thompson, who lived in
Rolla, Missouri, un til his death earlier
this year, obtained a bachelor 's degree
in chemical engineering in 1935 from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He
went on to receive his master's and
d~ctorale degrees from VPI as well. He
came to MSM in 1956 as a professor of

chemical engineering and chair of the
combined departme nt of chemistry and
chemical engineering. He retired fro m
UMR in 1978 from the position of Vice
Chancellor of Academic Affairs.
The Alumni Association will also
present fo ur Di stingui shed Young
Alum nus/na Awards. This award, presented 10 alumni forty years old or
yo un ger who have demonstrated leadership ability, commitment to the service of others and a high level of
achievement in his or her chosen career
or profession, will be awarded to the
following four individuals .
Michael May of Kansas City, Missouri, received a bachelor of science
degree in computer science from UMR
in 1985. He is currently chief executive officer and president of Empower
Trainers and Consultants, Inc.
Lorna O 'Rourke of Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin, is vice president and director of quality for Northern Precision
Casting CO., Inc. She received a
bachelor' s degree in metallurgical engineering from UMR in 1984.
J . Michael Party of Midland ,
Teus, is a geologist and geophysicist
for Wagner and Brown Ltd. Party
received a bachelor of science degree
in geology and geo physics from UMR
in 1978.
Roddy J. Rogers of Springfield,
Missouri, earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees in civil engineering
fro m UMR in 1981 and 1983, respectively, and he also earned a master's
degree in engineering management
from UMR in 1990. Rogers is currently the senior engineer for City
Utilities of Springfield.

Fleck, who earned a bachelor's degree
John H. Livings ton of Elm Grove,
Louisiana, will receive the Frank H.
in psychology and a mas ter's degree in
Mackaman Alumni Volunteer Service college counseling from Shippensburg
Award. Livingston is a retired chief University in Pennsylvania in 1980
engineer for the US Air Force. He
and 1983, respectively, and her docto rate in counseling psychology from
received a bachelor of science degree
in civ il engineering from MSM in
Kent State University in Ohio; Fleck
1939. Alumni who receive this award
set up a Student Advisory Committee
have given outstanding service as a ' fo r the Center of Personal and Profesvol unteer for the MSM-UMR Alumni sional Development and also worked
Association. Alumni sections around extensively to he lp create and implethe country submit nominations, and menl the new Campus Community
the winner is selected by the associa- Orientation portion of the freshmen
tion awards committee, composed of orientation program.
Susan L. Murray, assistant profesalumni and students.
The following two UMR staff . sor of engineering management, will
members will receive the Outstanding receive the Class of '42 Alumni ExcelStaff Member Award: Patricia lence in Teaching Award. Murray
Robertso n, who earned a bachelor' s earned her bachelor's and doctorate
degree in economics from UMR in degrees in industrial engineering fro m
1979 and who now holds the positions Texas A&M University. She received
her master's degree from the Univerof senior clerk in continuing education
sity of Texas at Arlington. The award
and senior secretary for the freshman
engineering department; and Patti is presented to a full-time fac ulty mem-
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Super Crossword
AT I
IC
1=T CID
HAO N E
TA
WA
PT
~.~ AI ~Ii~A O0'E
.~
~i
FA
O PT I C
H O.~f
I T
E
L A ~i
EN
~~~ W~
A O WE AI~ A A
AM P 5

CH

Differences:
I. Mustache is added.
2. Tie is different.
3. Handbag is larger.

4. Necklace is missing.

5. Hair color is changed.

I!

5. the spectators' clothes;
6. Willie Mays;

7. the higher;

TAB
,- T A
MAN

F AA 5

5

... III!
~f

NO
~~

U

II eo eN I

8. 180

NA

~ ~ ~ C I 5 CO
Ao l. T 5A N E Ii~
ON
OC E A N
5~f
H
UP T H
A P oY I.~G
T E ~~6 AI ~!oE
GA F F E
1'0
.. P A CT A B E T
FIN
AD
LOP E o A A P E
OPE
OGL E 5
WH I L
AL
T EX
HI R E
DE ~
C5
ZO E P AA
FA LL ~~ AT ~~ O NE 5 F A C E
A I' P E
OL
ON
P E E AC
U P AD J I v E
MI
CA R E E
5 TEEA
DO DO BE EA I T

..~

Sports Quiz
Answers:
I. Knute Rockne;
2. night baseball;
3. Dallas ;
4. John L. Sullivan;

L jj ~QI
L u GA ui
U L AN A L 50
5
5 uE

6. Sign is smaller.
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from page 12

Stacey L.,
I'm so glad to have another family
member! You are truly cool.

Amy.
Congrats and welcome to the cool
family.

ZLAM,

ZLAM,

YABBBS

YBS and YBBS

Tonica,
We are the workout QUEENS.
LICO,

Ann

Ann

ZLAM,
YBS
Katy,
You're aweso me! I'm so glad you're
my lillie sis!

ZLAM,
YBS

Shannon, Mozow and Teresa,
Our farrtily is the coolest!!!
Chi Omega Pledges are awesome.
We love you guys!
LICO,
YaPS
Francie and Ethan,
Congratulations on your engagement! I'm so happy for both of you!

ZLAM,
Cassie,
You are an awesome lillIe sis! I'm
glad yo u're sli/l my little sis!

ZLAM,
YBS
Hey Meyer,
Wanna "Macarena?"
DOE Pledges,
Welcome to the coolest house!
Love,
DOE V.P.

Emily
Jill,
We need to go out more oftern.
had a great time.
LICO,
Ann

Six seconds , six seconds . six
seconds ... Chi a ten man boat race
rocks.
LICO,
Laura Ba

G$,
Congrats to Pledg!, K! Do we need
to cheer for you yet?"'Love,
the KL's

Zeta's houseboys rock!
Kim,
Welcome to our awesome family!
You're the coolest!

Laura Ba,
We need to have another marathon.
LICO,

Marites,
The workout guy misses you. He
took off his hat.
LICO,
Ann
Miranda,
Why is there only one raisi n in my
apple turnover? [know you know the
ans we r.
LICO,
Laura Ba
To Ann.
Days, Cross stick, Owl Pals ... Ex ercise?!?
LICO,
Laura Ba
Special. Nifty, Batty,
Let's go bowling again soon!
Floppy
Chi-O pledges are #1

Paula,
Welcome to the coolest fami ly! We
love you!

ZLAM,

Marcie,
You are a delinquent!
- Your partner in crime

YOBBBS
Pars and Cher,
Thanks for everything and congrats
on our great rush!
Love,
Mandy

oc

ber who demonstrated excellence in
teaching efforts. The award is based on
voluntary student feedback surveys,
and this awa rd is made possible
through an endowment established by
the Class of 1942.
Nancy L. Brackhahn of Rolla, Mis.
souri, will receive Honorary Life
Membership in the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association. Brackhahn is
known as the unpaid staff me mber of
the association who has devoted her.
self to the alumni orgartization since
her arrival in Rolla eleven years ago.
Honorary Life Membership is pre.
sented to an individual in appreciation
of important service to the campus and
the Alumni Association. Recipients of
this award receive all reg ular membership privileges in the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association.
The Alumni Association is proud
of these individuals and wishes to
honor their accomj:.lishments.

Solutions
Vision Teaser

V

Shelley,
[ don't know about this 5:45 a.m.
stuffi !
LICO.
yap

Sigma Pi.
Thanks for helping us with rush.
Yo u guys are the best!
Love,
Mandy

Daisie.
You can always count on yo ur sis,
ters to pull you through rough time!·
We love you!!
LICO,
Your Old Roomie

To Laura G,
1still don't know the songs, let's get
together. .
LICO.
Laura Ba

Shelley and Elizabeth,
I FEAR YOU (except when you
have late night pizza)!!
LICO,
Jenny Lynn

Wad,
Grinding with the sister?

George,
The cheese is by the phone

- - - -----------------.......... -
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Football from page 9
were led by Russell Zung, who
had 35 yards rushing and 7
yards receiving including
touchdown.
St e ve Hodso
gained 30 yards on the
and 11 in the air. Elliott Jackson
had another good day, as he
caught nine passes for 88 yards,
while Ed Starks had 65 yards on
four catches. Quarterb ack Dan
Van Anne h a d a mixed day,
going 20-31 for 247 yards, but
with three key interceptions.
On
defe ns e ,
Charl e s
Varadin had seven tackl es, \" hile
Courtney Porter had five. Bret
Lindsey, M a tt Hin s on , Coli
Miller, and Richard Crowe all
had four tackles.
Casserilla had a sack.

American Heart

Get off it. Exercise.

a1a

Association~V
FlgllfinQH(!8fIDiseso
.rrdSlroke

A.'''.Y'''''''''''''''''.:'''''''£f
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BUY RECYCLED..

•

I

,
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.

~
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AND SAVe:

When you buy prod ucts made from recycled materials.
~
recycling keeps wor king. To fi nd out more. call 1-800-CALL-EDF.

!
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EPA

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND
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The Miners once again~~~~====================================================~1
stayed in the game until late in
the third quarter against a very
good team. A few key mistakes
once
again
sp~l1ed
the
difference on the scoreboard .
UMR is competing with some
very good teams in die always
tough MIAA. This year, they
have proved themselves able to
make it a very good game.

Barrack's Restaurant and Lounge
1102 N. Pine 364-3307

Owners of the Grotto invite you to
their new restaurant and lounge.

Lunches

11 :00-4:30

1()'2

Dinners Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00
Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items

Wreka:xlFnt.ertainrnnt
CollEgeN1ghtWednerlayNlght
1lnmrlayNightisT adiesNJght

8:00-11:00

Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer
Nightly Drink Specials
$.50 Off Sandwiches
$1.00 Off Meals
wi UMR ID

Love,
theKL's

uco,

.1III1I1Ii1liii~=Once it's ta ke n off your curb,

you r ga rbage ju st d oesn't disap pear, as
Kills la ndfill on Staten Isla nd testifies. It is
th e world 's la rgest landfill, cove ring an a rea th e
size of 3.000 foo tball fi elds . Nea rly 80% of the
nation 's ga rbage is dumped in la ndfills. Th e idea
th at much biod egrati on occ urs is a my th; you can
IiIi·.re:.:a~d newspapers th at we re buried 37
yea rs ago . Up to 80% of this
waste can be recycled , but only 10% is being recycled . Recycling not onl y d ecreases was te, but a lso
tu rns wa ste back into useful produ cts, con se rvin g
natural resources a nd energy.

•••
1
UCO,
YOUlOld

eth,
(except when
~)!!

UCO,
Jenny Lynn

2001 Forum Dr.
Rolla, Mo
341-2110

Fortu na tely, to mos t of you this smell y landfill is not fa m iliar. But with each pe rso n
in the United States producing 4 pounds of garbage pe r day, you w ill be fo rced to deal with
the hazard s of a wasteful, th row-away s.ocie ty .

ncrime

YOP

Hours: 11-2&5-7M-F
11-12 M-Thurs.
5-9 Sat. (Dining Room)
11-1 Fri.
5-1 Sat. (Lounge)

ou imagine Lady·Libertyon
en Island? ..lntoxicating.

quent!

lOut this 5:45

DailyDinner8}:xrials
SumayBrunh

Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads

Lounge

.

Recycle It Away
One-third of a ll th e nati on's la ndfills will
be closed within the nex t 5 yea rs beca u se th ey
have reached ca pacit y or ha ve beco me d a nge rous, producing a toxic liquid call ed leachate,
w hi ch contaminates yo ur drinkin g wa ter. Recycling will preve nt th e increase of large, smelly
landfills a nd kee p yo ur wa te r clean and pu re.
Recycling also preserves na tural reso urces
a nd the qua lity of life you en joy. Pa pe r, which
makes up 36% of waste, ca n eas il y be recycled
instead of harvesting millions of trees . Ame rica

cuts dow n 2 million trees a day . If everyo ne recycled
Sunda y news papers, we'd save 500,000 trees every
week. Recycling alu m inum con serves 90% of the energy it ta kes to make new aluminum products. Every
year Ame rica ns throwaway e nough aluminum to rebuild the entire Ame rica n a ir fl eet 71 times over.
The good news is you ca n eliminate th e haza rd s
of a was teful, throw-away society by obtaining informa ti on and by recycling . Recycling is easy once you
and yo ur children change your habit of tossing eve rythin g into th e garba ge ca n . Sav ing pape r and aluminum products takes you an average of only 2 minutes pe r day. Your sma ll efforts will have great
consequ e nces . By recycling 2 months' worth of paper
you save 20 trees . By recycling one aluminum can
yo u sa ve en ough energy to run your TV seJ for 3
hours.
Become infonned . Ta ke ac tion . Recvcle. Prese rve America by calling the Alliance for'Environmental Education at I-BOO-"Uberty" and find out
more ways to reduce your was te .

3',. 1-. 8.,~\.
7

Recycle ...
it's you r liberty.
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Flu

from page 2

Faculty and staff will also have an
opportunity to get shots from Student
Health Services at the Student Health
Open House on October 17 from I p.m.
to 3 p.m·.
The Phelps County Health Oepanment will provide two opportunities
for the campus community to get flu
shots. The first clinic will be held on
October 15 from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. The
second clinic will be held on October
31 from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. Both clinics
will be located in the Mark Twain
Roo m of University Center-East.
The cost of the shot is $5 at all the
various times and locations.

photo eourtesy Career Opportunities Center
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The Career Opportunities Center hosted the Industry Career Day last Thursday. Over 100 companies were represented
Including Fisher Controls (above right). .
.

Oper

According to Chris Sowers of the Career Opportunities Center, almost 1300 students attended the event. The COC will
sponsor a similar event next spring on February 26 In the University Center East.
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Music
correct lyrics in a song couldn 't be further
from the truth.
When I finally reached the end of the
album, I could only compare this band to a
grittier version of Anthrax. The similarity
in vocals from Mike Bush and Kyle Thomas can only make one think that is so.
I think that if you adhere to good
rock'n'roll and not that hean pounding
speed metal stuff, then this would be a
definite pick for you.
Jimbob
Orleans
Ride
Dinosaur Records
Classic Rock
Sound Quality: 8
Perlormance: 6
Ok folks, here is a band that has that
typical soft rocksound thatmanyof us were
raised on: no loud slamming guitars, no
headache infested dnun solos, just plain
mellow rock.
The voice of Larry Happen reminds
me of Don Henley almost to the point that
I had to get my "End of the innocence"
single out just to make sure that it wasn't
really him.
The whole album is compromised of
ballads about lo~~ and mystery. The overall tone from this album is not like that from
any of the other reviews that I have written
previously.
Each song is something that definitely
brings back the 70's feeling. Yeah, I know
I hadn't reached ten years of age by then,
but a lot of that mellow sound is present
If I had to pick a favorite song on this
album, it would have to be "Analog Man."
This song has a somewhat faster tempo
then the rest of the album. The strange
thing about this song is that it reminds me
of something that Tom Petty would play.
There is another song on the album that
sticks out more then the rest "One Tribe"
has that blues rock sound to it, similar to
that of Bonnie Raine style.
My suggestion here is if you like 70's
rock, then get yourself a copy. Its defmitely

from page 5
an album that will accompany any of the
Eagles collection.
Jimbob
HeadCrash
Overdose of Tradition
EastWest / Warner Records
Rap/Rock
Sound Quality: 8
Perlonnance: 8
••• Before reading this review, just take
my word for it and BUY IT! •••
Ok folks, Ihave a treat for all ofya! This
band has not reached the top of the charts
and probably won't, but they do some
serious rockin' !
I would assume everyone is familiar
with St Louis's own The Urge. Well, if
you like that hop around and rock/rap
method of music, then this will definitely
be an album for you.
These guys have the soundof a Cypress
HilI!Beastie Boy conglomeration. They
add a bit of heavy guiurrs and drum rhythms
that get all yo ur body parts a wigglin'.
I didn't know what to expect when I
was given this CO, since it was a straggler. .
Who would of thought that this album
could be the next break tluough album on
the charts?
The fust song hits you with a killer
guitarriffthatis backed with a typical drum
beat, but then is accompanied by lyrics that
remind me of "B iohazard meets the
Beastie Boys."
These guys add all kinds of effects in
their music. Electronic drum beats and
bizarre sound effects fill that gap that make
this album blend like a mixed drink.
The energy that these guys play with
could only be a smidge of what they are like
in a live concert There are just toooo many
songs on this album to pick a favorite. The
album is packed with fourteen songs each
one bener then the last
If I were forced to pick a favorite song:
it would be a close run-in between "Imitation of Life" and "King of the Chrome."
When a person has reached the end,
one can only get that coveted bottled water

that so·many of us crave after leaving a
mosh pit
I am looking forward to this band doing
a tour and when they do, look out
I will be sure to keep everyone posted
on their progress.
Jimbob
Fireside
Fireside
Perlormance: 8 (Just real S!Jougb)
Recording:
7+++ (touches of tasty,
honestly, cooking)
This stateside debut from ah crown
ponenders Fireside comes in the wake the
power thrash success of such platinum
breadwinners as Green Day and the Offspring, and.while this album is definitely of
high contract caliber (it won best album
and best new group for the band two years
ago in their native Sweden), one gets the
feeling that maybe the results are in on the
genre parameters, and maybe the reins
have been pulled a little to tight
Not to say there aren't some standards
prerequisites of coolness complied here.
Every song resounds with a mashable
crunch, no need to nanie titles.
There are also innumerable instances

a chord, inserting ameasureor adding a key
change break.
The gUy's andre and he doesn't even
Although often compared to the
try, even scarier, he's a lot prettier (accord- straight edge powerh.ouse of Fugazi or the
ing to my girlfriend) than say, Melissa .. atmospheric gloomofJoy Division, I find a
Etheridge or that junkie model on one of strong sonic comparison to RHCP's ''One
last month's issues of Newsweek.
HotMiilllle," in the extended orchestration
So basically, from a corporate stand- and use of sound, (you could throw King's
point, these guys stand out as ahands down X in there also).
. Combine this aural ingenuity with arbreadwinner.
But take heart gen-x holdouts, there is tistic controI,.and a median age of 20, and
more offered here than just a shiny package you have the makings of a real rock con(this is meant merely as a figure of speech, tender. But even if your're not into the big
the real package has some cool cartoon time, buy this anyway, there's a lot more
illustrations on the cover).
here than mere jukebox fodder.
• FrreSide grows on ya like a friend.
instance, it must be noted that
while many bands limit themselves to Even in the midst of chaos, I've aJready
relatively few guitar sounds (clean and listened to them three times today, and
dirty come to mind) guitarist Pelle sadly, that's more than Ic;n say for the time
Gunnerfeldt's hands-{)n production wOlk I offer most of my acquaintances.
Sean Cordes
provides an aural tapestry worthy of Butch
Vig at his best, but what's most impressive
is what's not,expected, a sudden diminu- ., Musical Note: "I'm a bandleader, not
tion of sound enlivened by a sJartlingly i . Ohly can I play 23 different instruments,
clean vibrato filled arpeggios, orthedeja vu
butl don ' teven know how to read music,
like feeling you get as the songs various self taught you know. Couldn' t tell it to
themes interweav~ amongst one another. ~ here me play though."-Frank Zappa on
The songs stand out· struCturally as
the difference between real l1.lusicians
and the
who claim to be.
atypical ''Fugazi meets Bush" fashioncour-

tesy of pin up pal vocalist Kristofer Astrom.

Fe;
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Boatmen's
Collegiate Options
Check out the benefits:
• Free use of any Boatmen's 1,200 ATMs
with 4 locations in Rolla
• Personal checking with unlimited checkwriting privileges and no minimum
balance requirement
• Free ATM or MasterMoneyTM card *
• 24-hour telephone banking

Special Umited
Time Offer

--

om pages

$5 in free gas
Just one more way to get
more for your money at Boatmen"f
s.

'ofFugazi or~
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Orchid Special
$11.95
~
"

UMRCenterpiece .
$9.95 and up
Offer expires 12/31/ 96,
• Subject to approval
Member FDIC

'Welcome Alumni!!

Movie Night at the Chi Alpha
House!!
Friday October 4, 7:00 P.M.

imes lDday, a:1i
nsayforlheliol

0=,

HomeoomingCorsages

$7.95

at participating merchants.

Impared 10 '"

1/",'.1' F, \1 'jlljlll" "

UMRMum- Footballs and Glitter

Open a new Collegiate Options
account and receive a coupon for

reolldling,k!y

1107 PINE
ROLLA . MISSOURI 65401
364-3161

Business Hours
9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. M-F

11AM. to 5 P.M. Sat.
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Patty's
lJniversity
Bookstore

See BRAVEHEART, STAR WARS, AND

MORE!!

364-4:743

Drive-inandBonfiretheme:;,oobringHotrxg,andBuns!
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A SLICE
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The Chi Alpha House is located at 17th and Oak in Rolla.
Everyone is welcome! !!!
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1)31135,
Attn: M$. U
oegree l

MajorS:

Method: PRS-OPEN
AMOCO CORPORATION
501 Westlake Park Blvd
Interview Date: 10/21,10/22,10/23
Houston, TX 77079
Attn: Ms. Joan Palmer, Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Majors:
CHE CIVL ELEC GEE MECH PETR
Position Available: various In Petrochemicals, Refining & Exploratlon/ProducPosltion
Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 4
Students INTERVIEWING must come 15 minutes EARLY.
Web Page Address: www.amoco.com

DEERE & COMPANY
Method: PRS-OPEN
John Deere Road
Interview Date: 10/23
Moline, IL 52808
Attn: Ms. Sandi Buller, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Mechanical/Electrical Engineers
Position Location: IA; IL; WI
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9
Web Page Address: http://WW.deere.com

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
Method: PRS-OPEN
4050 Legato Road
Interview Date: 10/24
Fairfax, VA 22033
Attn: Ms. Carter Iseman, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC CMPS MGTS ECON
Grad-Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Consultant
Position location: Chicago; AL; Virginia; other major U.S. cities
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 4
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, Oct 23 - 7:00 p.m.-201 Norwood Hall
Information on position available In 301 Norwood.
Web Page Address: http://www.amslnc.com

GENERAL MOTORS
Method:PRSOPEN
77 West Center Street
Interview Date: 10/22, 10/23
Saginaw, MI 48603
Attn: Mr. Gene Wlstehuff, Lab Manager (Recruiting Coord)
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Eng., Mfg., Malnt., Industrial Eng.
Position Location: MId-West
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 7

BARRY SALES ENGINEERING
Method: PRS-OPEN
116 North Kirkwood Road
Interview Date: 10/21
St. Louis, MO 63122
Attn: Mr. Edward T. Fuchs, Jr, Sales Engineer
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.550
Majors:
EMAN
Grad Dates:0596 1296
Position Available: Sales Engineer
Position location: St Louis; Kansas City, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 7
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
CAMBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
Method: PRS-OPEN
222 N Washington Sq Ste 111
Interview Date: 10/24
Lansing, MI 48933
Attn: Ms. Karen Kersten, Human Resources
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Position Available: AsSOCiate Developer
Position Location: Chicago; Columbus, OH : lansing, MI; Mlnneapolls,MN
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, Oct 23 - 6 :00 p.m.-Mark Twain Room
Web Page Address: www.ctp.com
CARGILL INC. - NORTH STEEL
Method: PRS-OPEN
P.O. Box 9300
Interview Date: 10/22
MinneapoliS, MN 55440
Attn: Ms. Karen Werner, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CHE ELEC MET
Grad Dates:1296 00
CItizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Engineering Manager Trainee
Position Location: various
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: http://www.carglll.com
CARGILl, INC.
Method: PRS-OPEN
2400 Industrial Drive
Interview Date: 10/23, 10/24
Sidney, OH 45365
Attn: Mr. Tony Kertz, Production Supervisor
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CHE ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Production Supervisor
POSition Location: MId-West; East
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 21 - 6:30 p.m - Missouri Room
PIZZA WILL BE SERVED

Grad Oa(es:(
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Greenville,To
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PRE-RECRur

WebpageA(

HARBISON-WALKIER REFRACTORIES CO
Method: PRS-OPEN
600 Grant Street
Interview Date: 10/22
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Attn: Mr. Lawrence Gorski, Manager Personnel & Compen
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CER CHE MET
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Position Available: Details Unavailable at this time
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 21 - 7:00 p.m.- Mark Twain Room-lJCE
\

HELMERICK & PAYNE
Method: PRS-OPEN
1579 East 21st Street
Interview Date: 10/24
Tulsa, OK 74114
Attn: Ms. Tina Brashers, Employnient Specialist
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
MECH PETR
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
CItizenship: US Only
Position Available: Drilling Engineer
Position Location: VarIous
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 10
LDDS WORLDCOM-NETWORK PlANNING
Method: PRS-OPEN
One Williams Center MD 27-3
Interview Date: 10/21
Tulsa, OK 74172
Attn: Ms. Vickie Wallace, Network Planning
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
AERO CHE ELEC EMAN MECH NUCL PETR
Grad Dates:05961296 0597 0797
Position Available: Network Planning An a)1 st
Position Location: Tulsa, OK
_
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 4
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: www.wcom.com

/"

Method: Open
MODINE MANUFACTURING CO
1500 DeKoven Avenue
Interview Date: 10/23
Racine, WI 53403-2552
Attn: Mr. James A. Qualler, Manager, Rec. & College Rei
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:1296 00
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Manufacturing Engineer
Position Location: Racine, WI then transfer to a plant
OPEN SIGN-tlP DATE: October 9 - 8:00 a.m.
MOTOROLA-SPACE & SYSTEMS TECH GROUP
Method: PRSOPEN
8201 E McDowell Road - H1635
Interview Date: 10/23
Scottsdale, f(l 85252
Attn: Ms. Hilda Holman, Sr. Recruiter
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Engineer
Position Location: Phoenix, f(l
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 9
Students INTERVIEWING take copy of transcript to interview.
Web Page Address: http: //www.motcom/ SSTG
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NORTHROP-GRUMMAN
Method: PRSOPEN
P.O. Box 655907 MS 49-ER
Interview Date: 10/22
Dallas, TX 75265
Attn: Ms. Lisa Lunsford, Sr. Employment Rep.
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
AERO CIVL MECH
Grad Dates:0596 1296
Position Available: Mechanical Engrs/Deslgn Engrs
Position Location: Dallas, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 21 - 7:00 p.m.-216 McNutt Hall
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
RAYTHEON/E SYSTEMS
Method: PRSOPEN
P.O. Box 6056, CBN 81
Interview Date: 10/22
Greenville, TX ·75403
Attn: Ms. Esther Carrell, H R Representative
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
AERO CIVL ELEC AMTH CMPS
Grad Dates:07961296
.
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Associate Engineer
Position Location: Greenville, TX/ Waco, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct ;21 - 7:00 p.m.-208 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: www.raytheon.com

501 Westlake Park Blvd.
Date of Interview:
Houston, TX 77079
Ms. Joan Palmer, Human Resources
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC GEE MECH PETR
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Various
Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 4
Students INTERVIEWING must come 15 minutes EARLY.
Web Page Address: www.amoco.com
CARGILL, INC.
Method: PRSOPEN
Date of Interview: 10/ 21
2400 Industrial Drive
Sidney, OH 45365
.Mr. Tony Kertz, Production Supervisor
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be. at least Sophomore stpnding.
Position Available: Scholarship Intems
Position Location: Mid-West; East Coast
Deadline for submitting resumes : October 8
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETI NG: Monday, Oct 21- '6 :30 p.m.-Missouri Room

Missouri Miner

TRINITY CONSULTANTS, INC
Method: PRSOPEN
12801 N Central Expw Suite 1200
Interview Date: 10/22
Dallas, TX 75243
Attn: Ms. Hope Zettler, Human Resources Assistant
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 3.150
Majors:
CHE CIVL MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Position Available: Project Engineer - Information In 301 Norwood
. POSition Location: TX; GA; LA; AR·; .KS; CO; WA
Deadline for submitting resumes: October?
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 21 - 7:00 p.m.-2-1 Norwood Hall
students Interviewing must complete company application.
AppIlcatlonsavaliable In 301 Norwood.

UNOCAL CORPORATION
Method: PRSOPEN
2141 Rosecrans Ave., Suite 4000 Date of Interview: 10/22
EI Segundo, CA 9024517
Mr. Bob Endecavageh, Mgr., Unlv. Relations & Recruit.
Majors: PETR
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intern-Roustabout & Engr. Assistant
Position Location: Within Cent. U.S.
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 7
',- PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 2J - 6:30 p.m.-Sliver and Gold Room - UCE
Students INTERVIEWING bring completed company application andlranscript to the Interview.
Applications In 301 Norwood Hall.

American Heart
, ndSrroke

More impreSsive than what
researclI programs spend

PEACE CORPS
September 18 & 23
Sept ember 18 . I nf orm ation Table
University Center- East
10:00-4:00 p.m.
Film and Information Sessi on .
Universit y Center
Mark Twai n Roo m, 6:00-8:00 p.m.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

1-800-424-8580
www.peacecorps.gov

~

Associati on~V
F/gIIIinf1 HNrr~

"THE TOUGHEST .JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE"

Monday, September 23 • Int erviews
Career Opportunities Center
Norwood Hall, 3rd Floor
8:00-4:15 p.m.
Call to register for an interview.
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SHERWIN-W1LUAMS AUTOMOTIVE
Method: PRSOPEN
10909 S Cottage Grove
Interview Date: 10/22
Chicago, IL 60628
Attn: Mr. Tom White, Director, Human Resources
Degree Level: B M ' Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CHEM
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/perm
Position Available: Development Chemist
Position Location: Chicago, IL .
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 8

Since 1949 the AHA has invested almost $1.4 billion in
biomedical research. Discoveries we' ve funded have made
history. And given her a future. To learn more about how
we're helping to save li ves, caU 1-800-AHA-USA I, or
online at http://www.anthrt .org.
This space

American Heart Association
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Company: AB Chance
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/18
Majors: ELEC CHE MECH
Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Sign-up released 9/27/96
Deadline 10/ 4/96 8am
Work Location: Centralia, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session spring 1997
Company: Advanced Circuitry Dlv-Utton Sys. Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/23
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Deadline 10/16/96
8am
Sign-up released 10/9/96
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGFIELD, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Company: American AIr1lnes
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/24
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH
Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.000
DEADUNE 10/ 10/ 96 SAM
Sign-up released 10/3/96
WORK LOCATION : TULSA, OKLAHOMA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Company: AnhBusch-f'roductivlty Improvement Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/31
Majors: EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/10/96 Deadline 10/ 17/ 96 8am
Work Location: St. Louis, MO
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE.
CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 6 - AUGUST 15, 1997
MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE MORE SEMESTER LEFT

D
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Company: General Electric
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/22
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 9/28/96 DEADLINE 10/4/96 SAM
Work Location: Jonesboro, Arkansas
START 1ST CO-OP CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
NEED TO HAVE STRONG COMPUTER INTEREST, AND WOULD LIKE STUDENTS TO HAVE
HANDS ON WORK EXPERIENCE BACKGROUND
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Company: General Motors
Date of Interview:
Majors: MECH ELEC CHE EMAN
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 10/3/96 DEADLINE 10/10/96 SAM
WORK LOCATIONS: WENTZVILLE, MISSOURI, PONTIAC , MICHIGAN
Company: Harmon Industries
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/30
Majors: ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 3.150 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/9/96 Deadline 10/16/96. 8am
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area)
1st co-op work session spring 1997
Company:· McEnery Automation Corporation
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/ 08
Majors: ELEC
US/Perm
Minimum GPA: 3.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/18/96 Deadline 10/25/96 8am
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri (West County)
\

Company: ANZA
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
start 1st co-op work session spring 1997
Date of Interview:
Majors: CER ELEC EMAN MECH PHYS CMPS MGTS
Company: Mercury Marine
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Date of Interview: 10/18
Sign-up released 9/20/96 Deadline 10/7/96 8am
Majors: Er.tAN MECH MET
Work Location: Watertown, South Dakota, start 1st co-op work session In the spring 1997, USjPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Junior Senior standing.
or summer 1997 or fall 1997. Will schedule Interview date later.
Job descriptions available at Co-op Ofc 303D Norwood Hall
Sign-up released 9/27/96 DEADLINE 10/4/96 SAM
Access home page - http://www.natlonjob.com/anzl.
WORK LOCATION: FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION THIS SPRING SESSION 1997
WOULD LIKE STUDENTS THAT ARE INTERESTED IN QUALITY ENGINEERING,
. Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Company: Baxter Healthcare
MANUFACTURING ENGR AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
Date of Interview: 10/17
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH
Sign-up Method: Open
Company: Monsanto Company
Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.450
/
Date of Interview: 10/23
Sign-up released 9/27/96 DEADLINE 10/4/96 SAM
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC
Work Location. Mountain Home, Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Sign-up released 10-9-96 DEADLINE 10/16/96 SAM
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STUDENT TO PICK UP A BROCHURE AND READ IT
Work Location: St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL. Muscatine, Iowa
BEFORE INTERVIEW
LUling, LA and Alvin, Texas INFORMATION MEETING-201 Norwood Hall
6-7PM ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH MONSANTO ARE ASKED TO ATTEND,Sign-up Method: Open
Company: Bussmann
1 HOUR INTERVIEWS-JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILAB~ 303D NORWOOD CO-OP OFC Date of Interview: 10/11
PICK UP MONSANTO APPLICATION 303D NORWOOD, BEFORE INTERVIEW
Majors: ELEC MECH EM AN
ROOM
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/20/96 Deadline 10/4/96 8am
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Company: Von Weise Gear Company
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri (Ellisville) DlvlslonHeadquarters
Date of Interview: 10/18
Start work spring 1997
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Company: Cargill Incorporated
Sign-up released 9/27/96 DEADLINE 10/4/96 SAM
Date of Interview: 10/22
WORK LOCATION: ST. CLAIR, MISSOURI
Majors: CHE MECH
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/1/96 DEADLINE 10/ 8/96 SAM
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
Company: Waste Management, Inc.- Midwest
Work location- Midwest
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 21, 1996 6:30-7:30 UCE, MISSOURI Date of Interview: 10/17
ROOM
Majors: CIVL GEE
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION, SPRING 97, SUMMER 97
Sign-up released 9/27/96 DEADLINE 10/4/96 SAM
NOT A SUMMER JOB - CO-OP POSITIONS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1997
Company: Deere and Company
INFORMATION MEETING 10/16/96, 7-8PM UCE 214 MARK TWAIN ROOM
Sign-up Method: PR&OPEN
STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH WASTE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY ARE ASKED TO
Date of Interview: 10/23
Majors: ELEC MECH
ATTEND.
USjPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 10/2/96 Deadline 10/ 9 / 96 8am
Work location: Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin
Students must be willing to complete 3-5 work sessions before graduation.
Look up Information on Homepage Address: http://www.deere.com
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AVE

a piece of tape up to your eyes, dim the lights
and try to fill out your taxes.
Now you're seeing things from
her point of view.
_V'AU

l,-

t-

For this woman it's poor eyesight,
for someone else it might be arthritis
or maybe they just can't cope_ The
fact is, last year 4 million Americans
got the help they needed from
IRS Volunteer Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help
and a basic aptitude for math, you
could become a part of the IRS
Volunteer Assistance Programs.
The programs are year-round
and open to any organization,
company or individual that would like
to give something back to their
community. The training is free and
the rewards are enriching.
So volunteer and call ISOO 424-1040.
Beginning October I, 1990, please
call 1800 829-1040.
Volunteer and help make someone's
taxes less taxing.
~

A Public Service of
This Publication & ~c~

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO.IRS-90-1660-3 COL. x 10.5"
Volunteer Agency: McCann-Erickson. Campaign Director: Allan F. Paro. American Bankers Assn.

Internal

Revenue
Service

fJ1
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All or ga n iza tion a l meetin g times
a nd places a re provided by the Stud ent Activity Ce nter , 218 UCW.
P lease send a ll cha nges to the a forementioned office.

Wednesday
11:30 am - 5:30 pm : Student Council
Blood' Drive, Centenn ial UCE
11:30 am : SUB special event, Homecoming G ames, Puck
2:30 pm: Student Council, StuCo
Lawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW
5 :00 pm : Sigma Gam ma Epsilon, 206
McN utt
5:30 pm :
An nex
6:00 pm :
McN utt

4:30 pm : American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt

Criteri a in Quality" by Henry Wiebe,
Silver and Gold Rm, UCE

4:30 pm: In terv iewing Skills Workshop, 20 I Norwood

4:30 pm: Chemistry Seminar- "The
Industry!University/lnterface" by Benjamin Bartman, G-3 Schrenk

All Day: Bahai clu b, 204

5:30 pm:
Annex

Bahai Club, Walnut Rm ,

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Tau Beta Sigm a, 126

7:30 pm :
Schrenk

Kap pa Kappa Psi, 125

6:00 pm :
CE

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow ship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain, UCE

7:00 pm:
,McNutt

8:30 pm : Omega Sigma Service Organization, 204 McN utt

Next Wednesday

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

7:00 pm: SUB Fall film s, Blade Runner, 104 ME

Gaming Association, 314

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

Sho w-Me Anime, 204

Kappa Mu Epsilon, 203

Saturday
All Day: History Club Used Book
Sale, Puck

7:30 pm : SI. Pats Celebratio n Committee, 107C ME Annex

7:30 am: All-Alumni Breakfast BufI
fet, Centennial Hall, UCE

8 :00 pm: Phi Theta Kappa, lOS ME

9:00 am : Short course, "Training for
Triathlons: A Panel Discussion" by
Mark Mullin and triathletes, Meramec
Rm,UCE

So lar Car T eam, 216

Pi T au Sigma, 107C ME
9:00 pm:
Harris

9:00 pm: Blue Sabres, 208 Harris

Monday
9:00 pm: SUB Pall films, Billy Jack ,
104 ME

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

8 :00 pm:
McNutt

ME

12:00 pm: The Da Vinci Society Info rmational Ra lly, P uck
12:00 pm: University Orators Chapter
of Toas tmasters In tern ational, Missouri Rm, UCE
5:30 pm:

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

Annex
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

11:30 am: Sigma Tau Delta, Prose
reading and bake sale, P uck
12:00 pm:

Boos te r C lub, G & D

Steakhouse
5:30 pm:
Annex

Pi Tau Sigma, lO7C ME

6 :00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 104 EE
6:00 pm:
McNutt

Spe lunkers Club , 204

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE

ship, Mark :rwain Rm, UCE

Rm, UCW
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

8: 00 pm: Academic Competition Organization, 3 I 2 CE

9:30 am - 2:30 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha
Dis trict Meeting, 204 McNutt

Friday

10:30 am: Presentation by Col. Tom
Akers, a UMR graduate and NASA
astronaut, Centenn ial H all, UCE

All Day: History C lub, Used Book
Sale, Puck
10:00 am: Alpha Phi Alpha, Black and
Gold ticket sale, Puck

11:30 am: Fieldho use Peed Reunion
"Family Picnic" Luncheon, MUltipurpose Building

8:00 pm: SUB Homecoming, Comedian, Cafeteria, UCE

11 :30 am: SUB special event, Homecom ing Games, Puck

11:30 am : SUB special event, Home·
coming games, Puck

Thursday

12:30 pm: Short course, "Up the
Amazon Without a Paddle," presented
by James Bogan, Meramec Rm, UCE

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carver/Tumer
Rm

10:00 a m - 3:00 pm : Psychology Club
Bake Sale, Puck

1 :30 pm : Short course, "Foundry 10 1:
Make Your Own UMR Paperweight"
Don Askeland, 244 McNutt

11:30 - 5:30 pm: Student Council
Blood Drive, Centenni al Hall, UCE

2:00 pm : MSM-UMR Alumnus Focus
Group by Andrew Careaga, 109 CSF

11:30 am : SUB special event, Homecoming Games, Puck

3:30 pm: Short course, "Educating
Tomorrows Leaders: Collabo rati ve
Learning and UMRs Excel Program"
by W . Lance Hay nes, Meramec Rm,

4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate
Seminar "An Innovative Foundation
Design for a 100m Microwave Tower
in a Cons trai ned Location." M,V.
Ratnam, 2 17 CE

Arnold Air Society, 208

6:00 ,pm: Christian C ampus Fellow6:00 pm: UMR Independents, Walnut

7:00 pm:.
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McN utt
8:00 pm : Academic Competition Organization, 3 12 CE

Tuesday

10:00 am : Alpha Phi Alpha, Black and
Gold Ticket sales, Puck

7:00 pm: Film Festival- A Great Day
in Harlem, Leach Theatre, Cas tleman

5:30 pm:
Annex

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

6:30 pm : Blue Key, 2 16 ME

7:30 pm:
UCW

Koinonia, W alnut Rm ,

5:30 pm:
Annex

ti on,

Chinese Student Associa-

7:00 pm:
UCW '

6:00 pm: Excel Professional Series
Inaugural Banquet with guest speaker
Robert G arvey, Cenlennial Hall, UCE

7:00 pm:
MCS

7:30 pm : Society of Mining Engineers, 204 McN utt

11:00 am : Gaming Association, 23 1
McNutt
2:00 pm:

Spe lunkers C lub, 204

7:00 pm : UMR Amateur R adio C lub,
110 Buehler

M c~u tt

5:30 pm: Silver and Gold Reunion
Cocktail Buffe t, Centennial Hall, UCE

7:00 pm: Interv arsity Christian Fellowship, Meramec Rm, UCE

6:20 pm: ASC E, AGC, ACI, CE
114, 11 7, & 118

7:00 pm: ' Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140
Schrenk

Pi T au Sigma, 107C ME

Pi T au Sigma, 107C ME

6:00 pm : Christia n Campus Fe llowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

Sunday

5:30 pm :
Annex

Pi T au Sigma, lO7C ME

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
7:00 pm: SUB Fall fil ms, Blade Run·
ner, 104 ME
7 :00 pm : MSM-UMR A lumni Asso·
ciation Awards Banquet, Centennial
Hall, UCE

UCE
8 :00 pm : KMNR, 107C ME Annex
3:30 pm : Short course, "The Ro le of
IS09000, QS9000 and the Baldridge

9:00 pm: SUB Fall Films, Billy Jack,
104 ME

1:30 pm: Christian Science Organizatio n, Sunrise Rm, UCE
4:30 pm : Studen t Missou ri State
Teachers Association, G-8 HS S
5:30 pm: Solar Car Team , 104 EMgt
5:30 pm:
Annex

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

7 :OO' pm: ,UMR Amateur Radio Club,
'110 Buehler
7:00 pm: IEEE, 114
7:30 pm:
UCW

cE"

Bahai Club, Walnut Rm,

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers, 204 McNutt
7 :30 pm:
Schrenk

T au B eta Si gm a, 126

7:30 pm:
Schrenk.

Kappa K'appa Psi, 125
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Announcements

6:00 pm: Interviewing Skills Workshop, Meramec Rm, UCE

UMR TECHS Presents IMPACT
Month
6: 00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow- October is Impact Month - Intelligent
ship, M ark Twain Rm, UCE
Miners Promoting Alcohol Concern
Together. UMR TECHS (Teaching,
7:00 pm : Associatio n of Engi neering Encouraging', Caring, Helping StuGeologists, 204 McNutt
dents) along with Student Health Ser'vices and Student Affairs sponsor this
7:00 pm: College Democrats, 21 6 event each year. This month is meant
McNutt
to promote alcohol awareness among
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Course EqUivalency Database
The University of Missouri-Rolla has a
course equivalency database located on
the World Wide Web. UM~Rolla's
home page is at 'http: //ww w.umr.edu(
and yo u can get to this database by
clicking on the Reg istrar's Office and
lookin g under Course Equi valences. If
a course or college is not listed, that

UMR students. This week's events
include: October 3: Support safe partying and the UMR Miner football team's
Homecoming game by wearing
BLACK AND GOLD. October 9: Alcohol Awareness Program at the Quad
at 7:00 pm .
New Vending Contract
The vending services on campu s
started a new contract effective August
1,1996. Most people have not noticed
any differences in the serviced or products. Pepsi (Hebb'ler Bottling) and
J &R Distributing retained the contract
for vending services on campus. The
noticeable differences to the contract
are that Pepsi is supplying all beverages (including fruit juices, ice teas,
and isotonies) . Select lOCations have
vending machines dedicated to the
other beverages (teas, isotonies, fruit
juices) to keep pace with the changing
beverag~ demands on campus. ' Pepsi
also installed new machines in select
locations to vend 20 oz. carbonated
beverages in plastic bottles. ~ The price
of the 20 oz. carbonated beverages is
$.75. The price for the other beverage
items range from $0.75 to $],00. In the
previous contract, J & R Distributing
'was responsible for the other beverages
as well as snacks, Please feel free to
contact the Miner Recreation Office at
341-6486 if you have any questions or
experience any problems.
Center for Personal and Professional Development ~~announces
counseling sessions
The Center for Personal and Professional Development is announcing the
Fall 1996 group counseling sessions
that will be open to the UMR colllmunity~ The focus areas ,include: SelfEsteem, Sex'!al Abuse Survjvors, Career Planning, Family Based Issues,
General Therapy/Support, and Stress
Management. ' A!I groups are confidential and are open to UMR staff, students, and faculty . Members are prescreened individually. Please contact
Kevin Gaw or Diane Stutts at 204
Norwood Hall, 341-4211 for more information.
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DEADLY
NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES

..-'

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

does not mean the co urse will not trans-

fer to

~

UM~R o ll a,

1996-97 Rollamo Refunds
Forms are av ailable in the StuCo Office
(202 UCW), SUB Office (2 18 UCW),
Student Activities Office (11 3 UCW),
as well as on the WWW from http://
www.umr.edu/ -stuco.- Forms must be
re turned to the StuCo Office by October 4, 1996 . Those who paid a 95-96
Rollamo fee WILL receive a Rollamo
THIS year.

it means the course

has not yet been evaluated. If you plan
to take that course that is not listed,
you will need to bring a copy .of the
course description (available from the
catalog of the college you plan to at~
tend) to the Admissions Office, Room
106 Parker Hall and give it to Jennie·or
Julie for evaluation.
Graduating in December?
The Class of '96 is having an informal
"zero hour" reunion at Homecoming!
Come to the Fieldhouse Feed Reunion
Luncheon on Saturday, October 5, and
sit with your classmates for lunch.
Then join in the class picture at 12:!5
p.m. and show those other reunion
classes your spirit. Those of your class
who graduated in May were invited
back to join you for this event. Maybe
it hasn't been a really long time since
you've seen each other, but wouldn't it
be fun to find out what they've been
doing since they left Rolla? Fortickets
($9 per person for all-you-can-eat picnic food), stop by the Alumni Office in
Castleman Hall (the doors on the east
side of the buiiding).
UMR Family Series season tickets
go on sale
Season tickets to the following shows
are av ailable -- "Beauty and the
Beast," 'on' November 16, "A Christ~
mas Carol ," on December 21 , and
"The WizardofOz," on April 13, 1997.
All shows begin at 3 p.m. in Leach
Theatre of Castleman Hall. Tickets
are $24 for adults and $16 for youths
age 18 anp under. They may be purchased at the UMR Ticket Window in
UCW. For more information call 3414219 .
Awards for evaluation questions
Student Council is now accepting questions for its student run teacher evaluation. Students may submit questions
via e-mail ling stuco@umr.edu with the
subject "Teacher Evaluation Question
Contest" and include your email address and name, or you can pick up a
form in the Student Council office (202
UCW) . Three questions will be selected from all questions submitted,
and winners will receive a $ 10 gift
certificate from the UMR Bookstore.
All questions must be received by October II, 1996. Winners will be notifi ed by email on October 25, 1996.
Enter as many times as you wish. Any
inappropriate questions will be disqualified.

Financial Aid
Information
Bright Flight checks are now available
in the Cashiers' Office, G~4 Parker
Hall. The office hours are from 8: 15
until 3:15 Monday through Friday.
Kids' Chance, Inc of Missouri
This is a nonprofit corporation developed by interested insurers, employers, attorneys, labor, medical and rehabilitation groups. The purpose of Kids'
Chance is to provide financial scholar ~
ships to complete the education of children of workers who have been seriously injured or killed in Missouri
work related injuries. Children who
have a parent who was permanently or
catastrophically injured or killed in a
Missouri compensable injury or occupational disease, and who are Missouri
residents between the ages of 16 and
25. Applications available in the S,tu·
dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
National Academy for Nuclear
Tfain;;'g Scholarship Program
National Academy for Nuclear Training ScholarshIps are awarded to college students who have demonstrated
outstanding academic achievement
and who are interested in pursuing
careers in the U.S. nuclear power industry. The Academy Educational
Assistance Program is part of a nationwide effort to encourage students to
consider careers in the nuclear power
industry as well as to provide financial
support to those studying subjects that
prepare them for nuclear power employment.. For the 1997-98 academic
year, new and renewal merit-based
scholarships of $2,500 each will be
awarded to eligible students.
Awards are not restricted to nuclear
engineering majors.
• a U.S. citizen or U.S . national
* considering a career in the nuclear
power industry
• enrolled at an accredited U.S. college/university in an approved'curriculum related to a career in the nuclear
power industry, such as: nuclear engineering, chemical engineering
(nuclear or power option), mechanical
engineering (nuclear or power option),
electrical engineering (nuclear or
power option) , power generation
health physics .
• free of post-college obligations (e.g.,
ROTC or NUPOC)
• minimum GPA of 3.0 (on a scale of
1.0 to 4.0) .as of January I, 1997

• at leas t one but no more than three
academic years of study remaining to
graduation (for cop-{)perative education students, no more th an six in.school semesters or nine quarters)
Applications av ailable in the Student
'Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Deadline is February 1, 1997.
Rotary C lu b of Florissant Scholarship P rogra m
The Florissant Ro taiy Club is offering
a loan program which is available for
eligible srudents through the Flo-Ro
Trust. This program is part of an
overall effort by the Florissant Rotary
Club to assist in the education of qualified students within the Floriss ant
Rotary's service area . . The requirements for qualification for the loans are
as follows:
I. A candidate ,must reside in the
Florissant Rotary Club service area.
(North St. Louis County, north of Highway 270)
2. A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or university.
3. A candidate must have a cumulative
grade point average not less than 2.50.
4 . A candidate must complete the FloRo Trust Loan application and provide
all required materials.
5. A candidate must be enrolled for a
minimum of 12 semester credit hours
during the semester of the loan period
for a ba'chelor's degree, or 10 semester
credit hours for a graduate degree.
6. A candidate may not borrow more
than $2,000.00 per application.
7. The total cumulative loans to any
one applicant may not exceed the sum
of $6,000.00.
8. A candidate may not apply more
than twice during an academic year.
9. A candidate must present him or
herself for an interview by the Flo-Ro
Trust Board.
10. A candidate shall repay the loan
rate at a minimum of $50.00 per month.
The interest rate shall be the prevailing
student loan rate at the time of graduation. Payments shall begin no later
than 6 months after graduation, however, no interest shall 'be charged during the time that the borrower is a
student.
If you are interested in this program
and would qualify, you are encouraged
to contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801
St. Francis Street, Florissant, MO
63031 or eall (314)921-5100.
Rural Missouri, Inc
If you have been employed as a
farmworker in the past two years, you
may 'be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance for your education . If you
have worked as a farm, orchard, green.house or poultry/egg production em·ployee, you may qUalify. To obtain
details and the field representative
closest to you call 1- 8 00~ 2 34 -4971.
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The J ohn Gyles Education F und
Schola r sh ip
The John Gyles Educatio n F und is a
private, benevolent endeavor established six years ago wi th the help of a
Canadian/A merican benefactor. Each
year financial assistance is available to
students in both Canada and the United
States. Full Canadian or American
citizenship is a requirement. Awards
are available to both male and female
students for all areas of post~seco ndary
srudy. A min imum GPA of 2.7 is
required. Criteria other than strictly
academic ability and financial need are
considered in the selection process.
Selected srudents will receive up to
$2,500.00. Deadline is November 15.
Applications must be mailed by this
date. To receive an application please
send a stamped - - - (US 32 cents ), selfaddressed, standard letter size ( No.
10) envelope to the following address:
The John Gyles Education Fund, Attention: R. James Cougle, Administrator, P. O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside
Drive, Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada ESB 5G4.
Chrysler Scholarship Program
With an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound srudents, Chrysler
Corporation recently awarded 1,000
grants to 40 recipients through its new
Junior Golf Scholarship Program.
Even though the majority of the winners play golf, all selections were
based upon their academic and extracurricular effort. For more information
on this exciting program, call 1-800856-0764.
peter D. Coutois Concrete CODstruction Scholarship Program
These awards are open to any under~
graduate srudent in the United States
of Canada. The student shall have
achieved senior starus in a four year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering, construction , or technology
during the year for which awards are
presenter. The awards will be made on
the basis of demonstrated interest and
ability to work in the field of concrete
construction.
- The student must have a course load
of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award
is made.
• The student must be a senior during
the year for which the award is made
(not necessarily at the time of application).
- Transcripts, recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be received by February 1, 1997 .
Rhodes Scholarship
Information of the Rhodes Scholarship
is available in the Srudent Financial
Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. Application deadline is October 11, 1996.
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RESEARCH REPORTS

* EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone
cards. For information send a selfadd ressed stamped envelope to: Inc .,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL33164

Uirges! Ubrary of Information in U.S.
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today wilh Visa / MC or ctltJ

800-351·0222

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance

11322 Idaho Ave .. #206-RR. Los Angeles . CA 90025

Lobbying Internship
The Associated Students of the University of M issouri is accepting
applications for the 1997 Lobbying internship at the State Legislature
in Jefferson City.
.Political Experience: The ASUM Lobbying Internship offers students the opportunity to lobby fOr student
needs in Jefferson City. Interns will' become registered as lobbyists with the Secretary of State. You will meet
with elected official s in the state legislature and learn about the political process.
Credit Hours: Ali ASUlvl internships are organized in conjunction with the Political Science department.
Participants will receive 6 credit hours. ASUM will provide interns with training during the fall semester.
Eligibility Requirements:
* must be at least a sophomore
* total cl ass load shall not exceed 12 hours (including the 6 hour internship)
* minimum 2. 8 GPA

If you have the drive, the Missouri Army Nalional Guard has the keys
to your future. You can add a little adventure to your life, serve part-time
in the Guard while earning great benefits:
Montgomery GI Bill
Part-Time Job with Great Pay
State and Federal Tuition Assistance
Paid Skill Training in the Field of your Choice
Joining the Guard doesn't mean putting off college or vocational
school training. The Missouri Guard College Plan could provide over
$23,000 for your education. You can serve in your own community while
attending classes.
Find out how much fun getting to
MISSOURI
school can be.

*

*
*
*

CALL TODAY:

To pick up an application or for more information , please stop bytheA5UM office at 212
UCW or call 341·4970. Deadline for applications is October 1'4, 1996.

BIXLER PRINTING
All futons, daybeds
and Restonic mattresses at sizzlin'
summer savings

Color Copies • Reduce & Enlarge Pictures
Report Binding • Fax Service
Large Paper Selection-A Rainbow of Colors In Stock!!

"'omplete Futons
Starting at $199.00
(mfg. sU~'1_qelsred price) ; ; : \

~

907 N. Pine • Rolla, Missouri 65401 • 573-364-1553 • Fax 573-364-8476
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